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Context

In 2001, State President Thabo Mbeki announced an initiative to address underdevelopment in the most 
severely impoverished rural and urban areas (“poverty nodes”) in South Africa, which house around ten 
million people.

In 2001, State President Thabo Mbeki announced an initiative to address underdevelopment in the most 
severely impoverished rural and urban areas (“poverty nodes”) in South Africa, which house around ten 
million people.

The Urban Renewal 
Programme (urp) and the 
Integrated Sustainable Rural 
Development Programme 
(isrdp) were created in 2001 to 
address development in these 
areas. These initiatives are 
housed in the Department of 
Provincial and Local 
Government (dplg).
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Bushbuckridge poverty node

z Research process

z Overview

z Economy

– Overview

– Selected sector: Tourism

– Selected sector: Agriculture

z Investment opportunities

z Summary

z Appendix

� Activities

� Documents

� People
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Summary of what we have done

ActivitiesActivitiesActivities DocumentsDocumentsDocuments PeoplePeoplePeople

z Desk research

z One visit to the node
(9-13 October 2006)

z Telephone interviews

z Bushbuckridge Local 
Municipality Integrated 
Development Plan 
(IDP) 2005/6

z Bohlabela District 
Municipality Integrated 
Development Plan 
2002

z Bushbuckridge Local 
Economic Development 
(LED) Strategy 2005

z Monitor Bohlabela
Opportunity 
Investigation

z Representatives from 
the district and local 
municipalities

z Experts in the 
agriculture and tourism 
sectors, including non-
governmental
organisations (NGOs)

z Development 
consultants

z Local community 
members
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Bushbuckridge poverty node

z Research process

z Overview

z Economy

– Overview

– Selected sector: Tourism

– Selected sector: Agriculture

z Investment opportunities

z Summary

z Appendix

� Introduction

� Key data points

� Current action
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Overview

SnapshotSnapshot

Area summaryArea summary

Key challengesKey challenges DemographyDemography

Income and employmentIncome and employment

HealthHealth

Development scorecardDevelopment scorecard

GovernanceGovernance

IDP assessmentIDP assessment

EducationEducation

IntroductionIntroductionIntroduction Key data pointsKey data pointsKey data points Current actionCurrent actionCurrent action

Introduces the node;
summarises key issues

Lists pertinent acts and 
figures

Describes current 
interventions

GeographyGeography

Spatial developmentSpatial development

Development projectsDevelopment projects

Local people portraitLocal people portrait
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Note    :   1As given by Stats SA – the municipality has given estimates reaching 900,000
Source:  Stats SA Census 2001; Bushbuckridge IDP Review 2005/2006; Municipal Demarcation Board; Monitor interviews

BushbuckridgeBushbuckridgeBushbuckridge

Key information

Population: 2001 499,0541

Area 2,123 km2

Population density 235 people/km2

Estimated GDP R2.7 billion

Province Mpumalanga

Major townships Mkhuhlu, Bushbuckridge, 
Thulamahashe, Acornhoek

Historical overviewHistorical overviewHistorical overview

z The Bushbuckridge Municipality was established in the year 2000 as a result of the amalgamation 
of the three former transitional local councils (TLCs) of North and South Midland

z Historically it was made up of the two apartheid homelands of Gazankulu and Lebowa

– Gazankulu was designated for the Shangaan- and Tsonga-speaking people

– Lebowa was designated for the Pedi- and Northern Sotho-speaking people

z Until recently, it was a cross-border municipality that spread across parts of Limpopo and
Mpumalanga provinces. It is now fully within Mpumalanga Province

z The Bushbuckridge Municipality was established in the year 2000 as a result of the amalgamation 
of the three former transitional local councils (TLCs) of North and South Midland

z Historically it was made up of the two apartheid homelands of Gazankulu and Lebowa

– Gazankulu was designated for the Shangaan- and Tsonga-speaking people

– Lebowa was designated for the Pedi- and Northern Sotho-speaking people

z Until recently, it was a cross-border municipality that spread across parts of Limpopo and
Mpumalanga provinces. It is now fully within Mpumalanga Province

Introduction
Snapshot
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Bushbuckridge

Note    :   1As given by Stats SA – the municipality has given estimates reaching 900,000
Source: Bushbuckridge IDP Review 2005/2006; Monitor interviews; Spatial Development Framework

Introduction
Area summary

z The Bushbuckridge Local Municipality (LM) has a population of about 500,0001 residing 
in a total of 235 dispersed villages and rural settlements

z The political centre of the municipality is the Mkhuhlu Township, but there are plans to 
move it to Bushbuckridge Town in the near future. The municipality has eleven regional 
offices / areas

z The municipality borders the Blyde River Canyon in the west and the Kruger National 
Park / Sabie Sand reserves in the east; Manyeleti and Andover Game Reserves fall into 
its area along the northern border

z The node continues to face large infrastructure and service backlogs, with access to 
water posing the single greatest challenge

z Bushbuckridge has a limited economic base, and only 14% of the adult population is 
employed. The local economy is strongly driven by remittances

z The majority of the land is traditionally administered, with approximately 83% of the total 
municipal area currently under land claim 

z A lack of urban / settlement planning and the resulting residential sprawl is complicating 
and driving up cost of service delivery and may affect the future viability of agriculture as 
land becomes scarce

z Though Stats SA has demographic data, these data have been highly contested since 
2001. As such, planning activities in the municipality rely on other sources
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BushbuckridgeIntroduction 
Some observations about Bushbuckridge

“We must not ask what will make us rich, but rather we must ask what makes us poor. There is no chemistry 
between politics and development in Bushbuckridge. The new government has no experience in development.”

– Bushbuckridge resident

“I’ve never seen my father with more than R500 in the bank and yet the government wants us all to be farmers.”
– Farmer’s child

“Bushbuckridge needs intervention in so many ways.”
– Business advisor, Mpumalanga Agricultural Development Corporation

“Where two elephant bulls fight, there is no grass. The young farmers taking over from their parents at the 
former development corporation estates have realised that and are keen to co-operate, in contrast to their 
parents, who were continuously fighting.”

– Department of Agriculture official

“There is a challenge within the tourism sector in terms of product development and product ownership. The 
majority of beneficiaries from most of the tourism activities is still the white community. Even though some of 
the black communities are involved they are experiencing challenges such as starting capital, product 
development, grading of their facilities and other industry-related setbacks. ”

– Bushbuckridge LED Summit Commission

“Bushbuckridge is like the Mesopotamia of tourism, the Orpen and Skukuza roads being like the Euphrates 
and Tigris rivers. The challenge is to drive growth in the dry section in-between, away from the two rivers.”

– Chairperson of a Local Tourism Association

“With a market of nearly 500,000 hungry people in Bushbuckridge, why would a farmer want to sell his produce 
anywhere else? Or think of it this way: why have higher marketing costs and give part of your margin to 
retailers, if you can keep all the revenue?”

– Development consultant

Source:  Monitor interviews
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Bushbuckridge

Source: Bushbuckridge IDP Review 2005/2006, Monitor interviews, Bohlabela District Municipality IDP 2002; Bushbuckridge LED Strategy 2005

Introduction 
Key challenges

As a result of these challenges, Bushbuckridge faces stagnant economic growth, an outflow of 
people to economic centres, increasing crime, and a threat of environmental degradation

GovernmentGovernmentGovernment

Business inputs
(factors)

Business inputsBusiness inputs
(factors)(factors)

Private sectorPrivate sectorPrivate sector

Supporting 
industries

Supporting Supporting 
industriesindustries

DemandDemandDemand

� Complexities caused by the historical joint governance of Bushbuckridge by Limpopo and
Mpumalanga. Even with new demarcations, roles and responsibilities are not yet clear

� Lack of adequate skills and capacity in government departments

� Most of the land is currently under land claim and not under formal administration

� Poor distribution of water to the local communities

� Poor telecoms infrastructure

� High HIV prevalence among the working class

� High levels of unemployment 

� Lack of skills in communities, resulting in poor access to finance

� Limited mid-range accommodation

� Scattered farming activities because of poor water delivery

� Few manufacturing operations, all on a small scale

� Most agri-processing industries have shut down in recent years owing to viability problems

� Land claims have hampered investment

� No developed veterinary services infrastructure

� Public transport system generally expensive for local entrepreneurs

� Minimal health care infrastructure (low HIV and AIDS awareness)

� Limited demand for tourism attractions in Bushbuckridge, overshadowed by Kruger

� Unsophisticated local consumption demand for locally produced products
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BushbuckridgeIntroduction 
Local people portrait – Frances Nxumalo

Source:  Monitor interviews

With the estate quickly falling into disrepair, conflict arose among the farmers of the estate. Some left their 
land, while others, including Frances, continued to live there. As the citrus trees on his land dried up, he 
felled most of them and sold them as firewood. His children have since moved to Johannesburg in 
search of wealth. His primary source of income is a welfare grant and about R250 that he receives monthly 
from his oldest son. He also survives by selling mangos to producers of achaar, or fruit to local informal 
vendors. Recently, the Department of Agriculture has tried to reactivate the estate, although the farmers 
are still fighting about earnings, management structures and even land allocations. Frances hopes 
that when the Saringwa Estate is revived, his 25-year-old last-born son will continue the farming tradition.

Frances was born and raised in Bushbuckridge. He attended 
primary school and dropped out half way. 
He was allocated a 10 ha piece of land on an area that the 
Agricultural and Rural Development Corporation (ARDC) turned into
Saringwa Citrus Estates in 1986. Although he was a land owner, 
he worked as a labourer at the estate, and received a salary and 
profit share from the ARDC amounting to about R80,000 per year. 
He was able to sustain his family of two wives and seven children. 
During that time he was never involved in any of the administrative 
functions in the estate, and like the other land owners, never 
picked up essential skills and knowledge of the citrus industry.
About 10 years ago, the development corporation withdrew its 
involvement in the estates across the region. Within a short time, 
most of the infrastructure was stolen and vandalised, the irrigation 
system stopped functioning as it was no longer maintained, and 
production came to a standstill. 
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IntroductionIntroductionIntroduction Key data pointsKey data pointsKey data points Current actionCurrent actionCurrent action
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figures

Describes current 
interventions
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Development projectsDevelopment projects

Local people portraitLocal people portrait
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MapMapMap

Main settlement areas
z Bushbuckridge town
z Mkhuhlu
z Thulamahashe
z Acornhoek

Transportation
z The R40 is the main road
z A railway line cuts across the municipal area
z Taxis operate throughout the entire area, but 

the cost per trip is high

Terrain and natural resources
z The terrain is mostly sand plains interrupted 

by rocky ridges, although the region near the 
Kruger National Park is slightly mountainous

z The natural resources are mostly ecological –
soil, flora and fauna – although some clay 
deposits are also found

Main settlement areas
z Bushbuckridge town
z Mkhuhlu
z Thulamahashe
z Acornhoek

Transportation
z The R40 is the main road
z A railway line cuts across the municipal area
z Taxis operate throughout the entire area, but 

the cost per trip is high

Terrain and natural resources
z The terrain is mostly sand plains interrupted 

by rocky ridges, although the region near the 
Kruger National Park is slightly mountainous

z The natural resources are mostly ecological –
soil, flora and fauna – although some clay 
deposits are also found

The Bushbuckridge Municipality is located in the north-east of Mpumalanga, and borders the 
south-eastern part of Limpopo Province

Key data points
Geography

Acornhoek

Mkhuhlu

Thulamahashe

Bushbuckridge

Source:  Municipal Demarcation Board; Bushbuckridge IDP 2005/2006; Stats SA Census 2001; Bohlabela District Municipality IDP 2002

Geographical featuresGeographical featuresGeographical features
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Geology

Note: After climate, geology is the second-most important factor in the formation of soil-terrain landscapes. It affects natural fertility and erodibility and is thus 
indirectly responsible for a variety of soil-plant niches or habitats.
Source:  Agricultural Geo-Referenced Information System

Bokkeveld rock types dominate Bushbuck Ridge’s geology

Bokkeveld

Drakensberg

Lebowa

GeologyGeologyGeology
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Vegetation

Source:  Agricultural Geo-Referenced Information System

Bushbuckridge contains mostly tropical bush and savannah

Inland tropical forest types

Tropical bush and savanna 
type

Vegetation (Acocks veld type groups)Vegetation (Vegetation (Acocks veldAcocks veld type groups)type groups)
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Aridity zonesAridity zones

Key data points 
Aridity zones

Source:  Agricultural Geo-Referenced Information System

The node falls into a semi-arid zone

Semi-arid zone

Dry subhumid zone

Humid zone
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Rainfall (mean annual)Rainfall (mean annual)Rainfall (mean annual)

The western region of the node receives more rainfall than the eastern region

Key data points 
Rainfall (mean annual)

Source:  Agricultural Geo-Referenced Information System

0-200 mm

201-400 mm

401-600 mm

601-800 mm

801-1,000 mm

> 1,000 mm
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Population density: 2001PopulationPopulation density: 2001density: 2001

72%

55%

73%

93%

58%
43%

30% 28%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Electricity Piped Water Waste
Removal

Telephone

Bushbuckridge

South Africa

7%

3%

20%

70%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Note:  1There has been a considerable shift in spatial development since 2001 with the emergence of urban townships in each of the major population centres
2For electricity, basic access is defined as having electricity as the home’s source of lighting. Piped water is defined as having running water within     
200 m of the home. Telephone is defined as having a landline or cellular phone at the home’s disposal. 

Source:  Stats SA Census 2001; Bushbuckridge IDP 2005/2006; Bohlabela District Municipality IDP 2002

Key indicators: 20011Key indicators: 2001Key indicators: 200111

z Population density: 235 people/km2

z Rural / urban split: Rural 100%, urban 0%

z Number of households: 109,321 

z Population density: 235 people/km2

z Rural / urban split: Rural 100%, urban 0%

z Number of households: 109,321 
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Households Without Basic Access to 
Services: 20012

% of Households

Traditional 
housing

Separate 
house

Other

Informal 
dwelling / shack

Two hundred and thirty-five rural villages account for 100% of Bushbuckridge’s population, 
although the main centres are becoming increasingly urbanised 

Type of Housing: 2001

Key data points 
Spatial development
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Spatial development (continued)

The lack of adequate water supply and basic sanitation services means that the threat of 
diseases such as cholera is always looming1

Access to sanitation services3Sources of drinking water2

Note: 1The concern for cholera has been outlined in the Disaster Management Plans but has not been adequately addressed
2Piped to residence includes any piped water in the yard, dwelling or within 200 m. Public taps only include those further than 200 m from residence
3Pit latrines include both ventilated and unventilated facilities. Flush systems include connected sewage and septic tank.

Source:  Bushbuckridge IDP Review 2005/2006; General Household Survey 2005; Stats SA 2001; Monitor analysis
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Source:  Stats SA Census 2001; Demarcation Board 2006; Monitor analysis 

The area is characterised by a large number of young people – this can partially be 
explained by the fact that many adults leave the area to seek work in the cities
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Household Size: 2001
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Key data points 
Demography
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Key data points 
Income and employment
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Eighty-five per cent of Bushbuckridge households earn less than the household subsistence 
level and 86% of the population aged 15-65 years is either unemployed or economically inactive

Annual Household Income: 2001
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s Household Subsistence 

Level: R19,200 per annum
Household Subsistence 
Level: R19,200 per annum
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Bushbuckridge
All Nodes
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School Attendance (Aged 5-24 yrs): 20011

Note:  1A negligible “other” category has been excluded from the graph; the national average for this category was less than 0.2%
Source:  Stats SA Census 2001; Bohlabela IDP Review 2002
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Although Bushbuckridge has many schools, 40% of adults have no education whatsoever; 
12% have completed secondary schooling

Key data points
Education

Education Levels (Aged 20+ yrs): 2001
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Other observationsOther observationsOther observations

z Over 70% of schools have no access to either water or electricity

z There are 139 primary schools and 170 secondary schools, meaning that each

– primary school must serve an average of 1,068 eligible children aged 5-14 years

– secondary school must serve an average of 404 eligible children aged 15-19 years

� This has resulted in over-crowding, poor attendance and inadequate education delivery

z Over 70% of schools have no access to either water or electricity

z There are 139 primary schools and 170 secondary schools, meaning that each

– primary school must serve an average of 1,068 eligible children aged 5-14 years

– secondary school must serve an average of 404 eligible children aged 15-19 years

� This has resulted in over-crowding, poor attendance and inadequate education delivery
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Bushbuckridge

Note:    1No segmented statistics for Bushbuckridge were available; Bohlabela statistics were used as they provide a fair indication
2HIV prevalence among antenatal patients (pregnant women)

Source: Health Systems Trust Reports: The District Health Barometer (2005) and Health and Related Indicators (2005); Bushbuckridge IDP Review 
2005/2006; Monitor analysis
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Health centresHealthHealth centrescentres

z Bushbuckridge has 

– three hospitals

– 30 clinics 

– two mobile clinics

– two Community Health Centres

z Bushbuckridge has 

– three hospitals

– 30 clinics 

– two mobile clinics

– two Community Health Centres

Health statistics for the area are considerably poorer than those for the rest of the country 

Key data points 
Health
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Note:    1HIV prevalence among antenatal patients (pregnant women)
Source: Bushbuckridge Municipality IDP 2005/2006; Demarcation Board 2000; Monitor analysis
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z HIV is on the increase 

z The HIV rate of Bushbuckridge is 
considerably higher than that of the other 
nodes, or that of the rest of South Africa

z The greatest increase in HIV rates has 
been seen among young adults

z HIV is on the increase 

z The HIV rate of Bushbuckridge is 
considerably higher than that of the other 
nodes, or that of the rest of South Africa

z The greatest increase in HIV rates has 
been seen among young adults

With over a third of the ‘young working class’ age group being HIV positive, Bushbuckridge
faces a looming health threat

Key data points 
Health (continued)

National Average = 15%National Average = 15%
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BushbuckridgeKey data points 
Development scorecard

Bushbuckridge Rural node 
average

All node 
average

National 
average

Difference vs
national 
average

Rank within 
rural nodes

Poverty incidence 
(% of households 
below HSL)1

85.6% 84.7% 81.0% 65.3% 20.3% 8

Employment rate 14.0% 15.4% 19.3% 33.7% 19.7% 10

Households 
without basic 
access to water2

54.6% 64.9% 55.1% 27.9% 26.7% 5

Households 
without access to 
electricity3

33.0% 56.7% 50.3% 30.3% 2.7% 2

Percentage of 
adults with low / no 
education4

53.6% 60.3% 54.1% 40.3% 13.3% 3

Bushbuckridge development scorecard

Note: 1 HSL = Household Subsistence Level and is equal to R19,200 per annum (R1,600 per month); 2Defined as not having piped water within a distance 
of 200m of dwelling (govt. policy on minimum basic human need); 3 Based on households that do not use electricity as a source for lighting;                     
4All adults aged 20+ with no schooling at secondary level or above (Stats SA indicator of educational deprivation)

Source:  Stats SA Census 2001, Monitor analysis

Better than national avg. Worse than national avg.

1=Best, 14=Worst 

Although electricity and water provisioning compares favourably with other rural nodes,
Bushbuckridge continues to lag behind national service levels
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Bushbuckridge

Overview

SnapshotSnapshot

Area summaryArea summary

Key challengesKey challenges DemographyDemography

Income and employmentIncome and employment

HealthHealth

Development scorecardDevelopment scorecard

GovernanceGovernance

IDP assessmentIDP assessment

EducationEducation

IntroductionIntroductionIntroduction Key data pointsKey data pointsKey data points Current actionCurrent actionCurrent action

Introduces the node;
summarises key issues

Lists pertinent acts and 
figures

Describes current 
interventions

GeographyGeography

Spatial developmentSpatial development

Development projectsDevelopment projects

Local people portraitLocal people portrait
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BushbuckridgeGovernance 
Administrative structure of the Bushbuckridge Local Municipality

Organogram: Administrative structure of the Bushbuckridge Local Municipality

Source:  Bushbuckridge Municipality 

Municipal 
Manager

LED 
Manager

Chief Town 
Planner

Internal 
Audit

IDP Officer
Senior LED Officer 

Tourism & 
Environment

Community 
Services

Corporate 
Services 

(Technical 
Dept)

Communi-
cation Finance 

11 
Regional 
Officers

At present, no position in the municipal organogram has been assigned to head the ISRDP 
programme
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BushbuckridgeGovernance 
Sources of funding and budget breakdown

2001 / 2002 2002 / 2003

Operating expenditure 56,061,200 50,390,000

General income 3,687,800 10,550,000

Grants and subsidies 1,123,000 0

Intergovernmental transfer 26,027,000 46,125,000

Surplus / deficit -25,223,400 6,285,000

Source:  Demarcation Board 2006
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Capital Expenditure: 2003

As with most of the poverty nodes, about 75% of municipal capital is spent on water 
development
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Node managerNode managerNode manager Government capacity / 
capabilities

Government capacity / Government capacity / 
capabilitiescapabilities Co-operationCoCo--operationoperation

� The new demarcation has meant 
considerable re-shuffling of 
human resources. Many positions 
in local government do not yet 
have a clear reporting structure

� Computerisation of the 
municipality is still at an early 
stage:

– most processes are still 
manual and records are kept 
in hard copy

– at the Mkhuhlu offices, there 
is one dial-up computer for the 
whole municipality

� Municipality has limited skills and 
human capacity

– LED office is currently 
understaffed by 50%

– LED manager is stretched and 
cannot follow up on projects

� Government departments within
Bushbuckridge do not seem to 
share information freely. IDP and 
LED projects were reported 
differently across departments 

� There is no co-operation /         
co-ordination with other nodes

� Tribal differences still exist within 
the government structures

� This was largely born from 
frustration around unresolved 
land claims and the failure of 
promised agriculture programmes 
to materialise

� Currently, councillors are not fully 
aware of the ISRDP programme. 
A briefing session is to be held on 
19 October 2006

� No ISRDP node manager has 
been appointed to date

� The Deputy Mayor for Ehlanzeni
districts has now taken 
responsibility for the node and will 
ensure that a ISRDP node 
manager will be appointed shortly

� ISRDP and other municipal/LED 
projects are indistinguishable, 
resulting in difficulties assessing 
progress on an ISRDP level

Governance 
General assessment of nodal governance

Source:  Monitor analysis / interviews
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Geographic area 
covered

Geographic area 
covered

Month / year of latest 
publication

Month / year of latest 
publication

Author / main 
contributors

Author / main 
contributors

Process of 
creation

Process of 
creation

Key 
aspects

Key 
aspects

TimingTiming

Length / formatLength / format

� Bushbuckridge Local Municipality
Covers more than the node
Covers the node exactly
Covers less than the node

� 2005

� 75 pages, Adobe Acrobat document

� Created by the Municipal Council 

� Reviewed by Bohlabela District Municipality (DM) for alignment

� Approved by MEC for local government

� Data / project progress updated on a yearly basis

� Lengthy process requiring several months to consult with mayor’s 
office and various stakeholders

� Integrated with the Municipal Planning and Performance 
Management Systems

� Prepared with all stakeholders in formal workshops

Other key related 
documents

Other key related 
documents

� Bohlabela District Municipality IDP

� Bushbuckridge Local Economic Development Plan
� Bushbuckridge Spatial Development Plan

Includes consultants
Does not include consultants
Relies only on consultants

Public sector mainly
Private sector mainly
Both sectors equally

IDP assessment
Key facts of the IDP
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Bushbuckridge

Other aspectsOther aspects

� In its revised version, the IDP is the principal strategic planning tool 
and sets a framework for planning and development

� It binds the municipality in the exercise of its executive authority

� The IDP was also drafted in compliance with a legislative 
framework covering local government, development facilitation and 
environmental management

� The document’s greatest value seems to lie in the listing of projects

AccessibilityAccessibility � Available on the Limpopo District Municipality website

Actual user group / key 
current recipients

Actual user group / key 
current recipients

� Public sector agents in the local and district municipalities

� Government departments

Government mainly
Private sector mainly
Both equally

x

Easy to find / access
Difficult to find / access

Focus / purposeFocus / purpose
Provides insight mainly
Provides information mainly

Extent of usage / impactExtent of usage / impact

� Although it seems to be the most important document in 
Bushbuckridge, it is unlikely to be used to a large extent owing to 
the lack of guidance information

Is viewed as key guiding document
Is used minimally, very little impact

Both equally

PrecisionPrecision

� Demographic and population information somewhat vague

� Project information seems to be timely and precise

Generally, very vague
Generally, quite precise

� Highlights key development issues and guides deployment of 
municipal resources

IDP assessment 
Key characteristics of the IDP
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Minimum  
requirements

Covered by    
IDP?

Level of detail    
(high / low)

Quality of 
information    
(high / low)

Comments

IDP assessment 
Delivery against key content areas

Analysis of 
current situation

Analysis of 
current situation

11

� Basic demographics

� Service levels / gaps

� Key trends and issues

� Major challenges

;
H

� Most service gaps are 
noted

� Numerous data points 
are more current than 
the baseline Stats SA 
data

Social              
analysis
Social              

analysis

22

;

L

� Data by gender, age, 
and other social 
categories

� Priority needs 
differentiated by 
social categories / 
gender

� Qualitative 
discussions are made 
but:

o Information lacks 
depth

o Gender and social 
segmentation not 
supplied

Economic 
analysis

Economic 
analysis

33

;
� Basic economic data 

(unemployment, 
major sectors, etc.)

� Trends, opportunities, 
and constraints (by 
sector)

H

� Major economic sectors 
discussed

� Information lacking in 
quantitative data and on 
level of detail

Spatial / 
environmental           

analysis

Spatial / 
environmental           

analysis

44

;

� Mapping of spatial 
dimensions of 
development issues

� Environmental 
problems and threats

H

� Good environmental 
context discussed

� Little quantitative data 
supplied

� Lack of geographic 
specificity

L L

L L

H
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BushbuckridgeIDP assessment 
Delivery against key content areas

Institutional analysisInstitutional analysis
55

;

L

� Organogram of municipal 
administration

� Overview of institutional 
strengths and weaknesses

� Document focuses on IDP 
and not on municipal 
structures

� No discussion of strengths, 
weaknesses or strategies

Minimum       
requirements

Covered by    
IDP?

Level of Detail    
(high / low)

Quality of 
information    
(high / low)

Comments

Development 
strategies

Development 
strategies

66

;

� Vision / strategy statement

� Summary of strategies for 
economic development 

� Overview of sector 
strategies (water, 
transportation, education, 
etc.)

� States vision and 
development objectives

� Sector plans too short and 
imprecise

ProjectsProjects
77

;

� List of projects / project 
proposals

� Budget, resource and time 
frame estimates

� Targets, performance 
indicators and assignment 
of responsibility

� Contains long list of projects 
categorised by funder

� Includes project name, 
status, location, owner, type 
of budget and timing

H

H
L

L

L
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Actions proposedActions proposed

Examples of key actions proposed in IDPExamples of key actions proposed in IDP

AssessmentAssessment

IDP assessment 
Action orientation of the IDP for the node

� No key actions are proposed, although action 
areas, like the different types of service backlog, 
are explained well and the project list headings 
provide information on targets set

� A number of suggestions are made on what 
needs to happen, e.g. in the case of service 
delivery and housing: “It is important to reduce 
informal housing as it can also cause health 
hazards”; however, no suggestions are made 
about how this should be achieved

� No key actions are proposed, although action 
areas, like the different types of service backlog, 
are explained well and the project list headings 
provide information on targets set

� A number of suggestions are made on what 
needs to happen, e.g. in the case of service 
delivery and housing: “It is important to reduce 
informal housing as it can also cause health 
hazards”; however, no suggestions are made 
about how this should be achieved

Support of implementation of the proposed actionsSupport of implementation of the proposed actions

� An extensive list of projects provides insight into what lies ahead for implementation (project values and 
status are also stated)

� However, the extent to which the individual projects are adequate for achieving the targets set in the list 
headings is unclear

� An extensive list of projects provides insight into what lies ahead for implementation (project values and 
status are also stated)

� However, the extent to which the individual projects are adequate for achieving the targets set in the list 
headings is unclear

Highly
action-oriented

Key action areas
not covered

AssessmentAssessment

Drives 
implementation well

Does not drive 
implementation

Examples of key actions not proposed in IDPExamples of key actions not proposed in IDP

� An explanation of how the extensive list of 
municipal projects links in with the greater action 
plan of the municipality would be helpful

� A lack of strategic, top-level planning seems to 
permeate the IDP

� An explanation of how the extensive list of 
municipal projects links in with the greater action 
plan of the municipality would be helpful

� A lack of strategic, top-level planning seems to 
permeate the IDP
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General assessment – Does the IDP deliver what it promises?General assessment – Does the IDP deliver what it promises? AssessmentAssessment

IDP assessment 
General assessment of the IDP in relation to the node

� Overall, the Bushbuckridge IDP is lacking in depth and while it provides a context for discussion, it does 
not provide enough information on the developments in the area

� When compared with the Bohlabela IDP, the Bushbuckridge IDP is particularly lacking in: 
– general municipal information including structure, budgets and internal mechanisms
– a comprehensive IDP strategy including a strategic framework, focus areas and developmental 

targets
– qualitative data and analysis to support the context of the current reality in Bushbuckridge

• The IDP’s introduction suggests broad stakeholder involvement in setting up the IDP, although this does 
not become apparent when reading the report

Highly
satisfactory

Delivers less than 
it promises

IDP contribution to stimulating economic growthIDP contribution to stimulating economic growth

What to keep doingWhat to keep doing

AssessmentAssessment

� Update IDP data and projects on a timely basis

� Identify and target specific service delivery gaps

� Update IDP data and projects on a timely basis

� Identify and target specific service delivery gaps

Very useful to 
growth debate

Does not contribute 
to growth debate

What to do differentlyWhat to do differently

� Undertake a resource audit in order to make 
more detailed recommendations with economic 
sector plans

� Summarise and prioritise key actions in a clear 
and concise manner 

� Create detailed sector plans guided by the IDP

� Undertake a resource audit in order to make 
more detailed recommendations with economic 
sector plans

� Summarise and prioritise key actions in a clear 
and concise manner 

� Create detailed sector plans guided by the IDP
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BushbuckridgeIDP assessment 
Summary of IDP assessments

Level of detailLevel of detailLevel of detail

Highly comprehensive

Key issues
not covered

Quality of 
information
Quality of Quality of 

informationinformation

Highly
reliable

Very risky to use for
investment decisions

breadth depth

Actions proposedActions proposed

Highly
action-oriented

Key action areas
not covered

Support of 
implementation

Support of 
implementation

Drives 
implementation well

Does not drive 
implementation

DeliveryDelivery

Highly
satisfactory

Delivers less than 
it promises

Contribution to 
stimulating growth

Contribution to 
stimulating growth

Very useful to 
growth debate

Does not contribute 
to growth debate
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Project Description Status Value

Injaka Dam 
development

Storage for bulk water supply into communities in 
the eastern part of Bushbuckridge

In second 
phase

R209 
million

Jim Brown water 
reticulation

Deliver water services and reticulation to in Jim 
Brown Completed R1.2 million

Mariti/Madras water
reticulation

Increase clean water from Hoxani Dam to 
communities in Mariti and Madras

Under 
construction R800,000

Bulk water supply
phase III

Upgrading of Acornhoek water supply from
Acornhoek Dam and Klaserie River

Under 
construction R4.3 million

Bushbuckridge 
sanitation Provision of toilets and sanitation to 32 villages Awaiting 

approval R15 million

Road tarring Tarring of Thulamahashe, Cunningmore and 
Lisbon roads

Awaiting 
appointment 
of contractor

R15 million

Establishment of taxi 
ranks

Increase transport efficiency in Acornhoek, 
Hluvukani and Lillydale

To be 
implemented R4 million

Electrification 
settlement

Street lighting and increased access to electricity 
to Maviljan Town, Mthunzini RDP, Allandale,
Acornhoek A, B and D

To be 
budgeted N/A

My Acre of Africa Tourist attraction Centre Under 
construction 18 million

Source:  Bushbuckridge IDP Review 2005 / 06

� Most IDP projects 
are related to the 
provision of water 
and sanitation

– projects related 
to Injaka Dam 
have the 
highest 
expenditure

� Unclear 
classification of 
ISRDP / LED /  
municipal projects

� Most IDP projects 
are related to the 
provision of water 
and sanitation

– projects related 
to Injaka Dam 
have the 
highest 
expenditure

� Unclear 
classification of 
ISRDP / LED /  
municipal projects

Development projects
IDP key projects
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Bushbuckridge poverty node

z Research process

z Overview

z Economy

– Overview

– Selected sector: Tourism 

– Selected sector: Agriculture 

z Investment opportunities

z Summary

z Appendix

� GDP and employment

� Prioritisation of economic sectors
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z Bushbuckridge is exceptionally poor: over 85% of households live below the household 
subsistence level and just 14% of the adult population is employed

z Today, the nodal economy essentially comprises four divergent sub-economies:
– Government and public service: public spending (infrastructure spending, salaries) is an important source 

of capital for the area

– Services and retail: numerous shopping centres exist in some of the larger towns. These host national 
brands like Spar, Shoprite, Jet, OK Furniture, Pep, Chicken Licken, etc. Informal trading is also widespread

– Agriculture: although very limited commercial farming is at present active in Bushbuckridge, many 
households rely on small-scale farming for their livelihoods. Numerous estates, which used to be large 
employers, lie dormant

– Tourism: some arts and crafts trading is found on access roads to the large eastern game farms and 
reserves. These attractions are also important employers for the region

z However, considerable income is earned outside Bushbuckridge:
– According to USAid DEC, “almost 70% of working-age males and 40% of females work outside the area for 

more than half the year, while half the males and 14% of females between the ages of 25 and 59 are long-
term migrant workers“

z Potential for economic growth lies in two sectors:
– Agriculture: reactivating dormant commercial farms / unlocking growth in small-holding farming

– Tourism: developing local attractions and capturing spending of visitors to surrounding attractions

z The services and retail sector may also grow. However, this will depend on rising disposable 
income, which is likely to be derived from the tourism and agriculture sectors

Source: CBNRM and AIDS in Bushbuckridge, Northern Province, South Africa: An exploratory geographic analysis; Monitor interviews / analysis

Economy overview
Summary
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Acornhoek

Dwarsloop

Casteel

Agincourt

Lillydale
MkhuhluMarite

Thulamahashe

Bushbuckridge

Economy overview
Regional economic centres

Source: LED Strategy Document, Monitor interviews/analysis
High LowMediumEconomic activity:

AcornhoekAcornhoekAcornhoek

� Solid transportation network 
with railway, R40 and R531

� High growth in retail sector, 
both formal and informal

� Clay deposits

� Solid transportation network 
with railway, R40 and R531

� High growth in retail sector, 
both formal and informal

� Clay deposits

CasteelCasteelCasteel

� Good access because of R40

� Many informal traders but little 
public support, e.g. stalls

� No banking services

� Construction boom owing to 
RDP housing projects 

� Relatively high crime

� Good access because of R40

� Many informal traders but little 
public support, e.g. stalls

� No banking services

� Construction boom owing to 
RDP housing projects 

� Relatively high crime

DwarsloopDwarsloopDwarsloop

� Many foreign traders who 
purchase goods from outside

� One large retail complex

� Water supply limited

� Sufficient land for 
development available

� Many foreign traders who 
purchase goods from outside

� One large retail complex

� Water supply limited

� Sufficient land for 
development available

� Good access – Marite is near the R40

� Small-scale manufacturing, retail and agri-businesses

� Good supply of water and electricity

� Small shops, tea plantation have recently closed down

� Good access – Marite is near the R40

� Small-scale manufacturing, retail and agri-businesses

� Good supply of water and electricity

� Small shops, tea plantation have recently closed down

AgincourtAgincourtAgincourt

� Low commercial activity, 
mostly informal

� Low consumer buying power

� Most residents travel in 
surrounding areas to shop

� Construction boom owing to 
RDP housing projects

� Area suitable for agriculture 
because of high water 
availability

� Low commercial activity, 
mostly informal

� Low consumer buying power

� Most residents travel in 
surrounding areas to shop

� Construction boom owing to 
RDP housing projects

� Area suitable for agriculture 
because of high water 
availability

LillydaleLillydaleLillydale

� No shopping complexes – a 
few grocers and informal 
traders

� In proximity of Inyati Lodge 
and Sabie Sands game 
reserve – many residents 
employed there

� Low consumer buying power

� No shopping complexes – a 
few grocers and informal 
traders

� In proximity of Inyati Lodge 
and Sabie Sands game 
reserve – many residents 
employed there

� Low consumer buying power

MkhuhluMkhuhluMkhuhlu

� Main development node with 
commercial and (dormant) 
industrial activity

� Current home of municipal 
offices

� High potential for agriculture –
good quality soils and high 
water availability

� High potential for tourism – on 
route to Skukuza / Kruger

� Main development node with 
commercial and (dormant) 
industrial activity

� Current home of municipal 
offices

� High potential for agriculture –
good quality soils and high 
water availability

� High potential for tourism – on 
route to Skukuza / Kruger

ThulamahasheThulamahasheThulamahashe

� Well developed area with some shopping complexes and high 
commercial activity; numerous government offices

� Will be supplied with water from Injaka Dam

� Opportunities for agri-processing

� Well developed area with some shopping complexes and high 
commercial activity; numerous government offices

� Will be supplied with water from Injaka Dam

� Opportunities for agri-processing

BushbuckridgeBushbuckridgeBushbuckridge

� Future municipal centre

� Numerous (expanding) 
shopping centres

� Immediately on R40 / R533

� Close to Injaka Dam

� Future municipal centre

� Numerous (expanding) 
shopping centres

� Immediately on R40 / R533

� Close to Injaka Dam

MariteMariteMarite
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Economic centres: Formal trading activities

Note: 1Statistics vary depending on source, the retail sector accounts for between 17 and 36% of all employment
Source:  Monitor interviews; Bushbuckridge LED Strategy; Monitor analysis 

The main benefactors of the formal trade sector are the larger retail chains, who are likely to 
withdraw earnings from the area. Local participation in income generation is limited to salaries

The retail sector accounts for 71% of formal business activity and 17% of formal employment1
in Bushbuckridge

� There are shopping complexes in each of the major towns
– Bushbuckridge and Acornhoek have at least two complexes
– More complexes are under construction, but rental space is 

still available

� Many large retail chains have outlets in the region
– credit stores dominate
– most stores are lower-end brands like Pep, Power Sales
– pricing in the supermarkets is competitive

� Shoprite and Spar compete against each other

� informal traders also service target markets
– fast food franchises have started appearing

� Smaller shops are mostly owned by foreign nationals
– product assortments are very broad, mostly imported 

electronics and other grey market goods
� Further growth in the formal retail sector may be threatened by 
market saturation if current disposable income levels do not 
rise
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BushbuckridgeEconomy overview
Economic centres: Informal trading activities

Source:  Bushbuckridge LED Strategy 2005, Monitor interviews / analysis

With only 14% of adults in formal employment, the informal sector is a major source of income 
for residents of Bushbuckridge

InputsInputsInputs

ProductionProductionProduction

Target 
markets
Target Target 

marketsmarkets

z Non-perishable goods are purchased mostly from 
Hoedspruit, Hazyview and Nelspruit

z Perishable goods are mostly purchased locally from market 
gardens or small-scale farms

SupportSupportSupport

z Bulk purchases are broken up and repackaged
z Most conduct small transactions (<R5)
z Most informal traders operate along the R40
z Taxi ranks, shopping mall entrances and other places of 

high activity are also possible locations

z Little to no municipality support:
– very few facilities have been built
– many sell food from locations with no running water

z Transport costs make access to high value markets (e.g. 
Hazyview, Nelspruit) prohibitive

z Competing with retail chain supermarkets for the same 
customers
– Convenience and price are their main advantage
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Bushbuckridge

South Africa

Source:  Stats SA Census 2001; Quantec, Monitor analysis

Annual Household Income: 2001
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Percentage of households living 
below household subsistence 

level:

Bushbuckridge: 85.6%

South Africa: 65.3%

Percentage of households living 
below household subsistence 

level:

Bushbuckridge: 85.6%

South Africa: 65.3%

Economy overview
Income

The job market has continued to shrink, resulting in 86% of households earning less than the 
household subsistence level – many people are migrating to work in the cities
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BushbuckridgeEconomy overview
Formal employment by sector

Source:  1Stats SA Census 2001; Monitor analysis  
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The public sector is the single largest employer in the node, accounting for 33% of all formal
jobs; the retail sector is also a major source of employment

No. of jobs 416 647 1,866 2,031 2,423 3,121 3,487 6,258 12,414
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Economy overview
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Note:     1GDP by residence. No reliable data were available for GDP by work. 
Source:  Stats SA Census 2001; Quantec

Bushbuckridge’s GDP1 has shown positive growth over the past decade, but the GDP per
capita is still significantly lower than that of the proximate provinces
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Today, the public sector accounts for the largest share of nodal GDP, although retail, finance 
and business services also account for a significant share and are seeing growth

Economy overview
GDP by sector
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Source:  Quantec; Monitor analysis
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BushbuckridgeEconomy overview 
Quantitative prioritisation using economic data

Sectors

GDP Employment

Average Index2004 GDP in 
Constant 2000 

Prices
GDP Index Number of 

Employees: 2004
Employment 

Index

General Government Services 786,821,027 100 5,595 45 73

Community, Social and Other 
Personal Services 192,498,426 24 12,414 100 62

Wholesale & Retail Trade, 
Catering and Accommodation 454,024,069 58 6,258 50 51

Finance & Business Services 479,750,430 61 1,866 15 38

Transport & Communication 286,409,105 36 1,746 14 25

Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing 62,283,565 8 2,974 24 16

Mining 196,777,352 25 416 3 14

Construction 67,273,410 9 2,423 20 14

Manufacturing 91,326,795 12 2,031 16 14

/100 /100 /100

Source: Quantec; Monitor analysis

The average index (from 100 – high, to 0 – low) represents a quantitative assessment of the 
potential for economic growth and job creation of the ten different sectors 

High

Low
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Sectors Average index Potential for growth Assessment

General 
government 
services

73

� The public sector is the largest employer in the district and makes an important contribution 
to nodal GDP

� However, the public sector is funded by taxation, and therefore is itself dependent on 
growth in the private sector

Community, 
social and other 
personal 
services

62

� This is also part of the public sector, and includes things like teachers and health care 
professionals

� Therefore, the same assessment applies as for general government services

Wholesale and
retail trade, 
catering and 
accommodation

51

� This sector includes tourism, which has good potential for growth as the area boasts many 
cultural, historical and eco-tourism attractions that have not yet been adequately leveraged

� Linkages with Kruger National Park increase potential for tourism

� There is already a thriving retail sub-sector, and further / sustained growth of the sector will 
depend on rising incomes and economic development of the area’s consumers

Finance and
business
services

38

� The sector is a relatively significant contributor to GDP and is seeing good growth 

� However, it is a consumption sector, and its strength is dependent on other sectors that 
generate wealth

Transport and 
communication 25

� This sector is a support service and relies heavily on economic activity in other sectors

� Although there is some potential for growth, linkages with other sectors make it difficult to 
prioritise

Agriculture, 
forestry and 
fishing

16

� The agricultural sector has historically been a large contributor to GDP in the node

� There are plenty of opportunities to resuscitate abandoned projects

� Agriculture promises broad employment creation and an inflow of capital for the area

Source: Quantec;  Monitor analysis

In particular, the tourism and agriculture sectors present growth opportunities for the region

Economy overview 
Qualitative prioritisation of top sectors

High growth 
potential

Low growth 
potential
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Bushbuckridge poverty node

z Research process

z Overview

z Economy

– Overview

– Selected sector: Tourism

– Selected sector: Agriculture

z Investment opportunities

z Summary

z Appendix

� Description of current value chain

� Growth constraints and solutions
� Potential for sector
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BushbuckridgeSelected sector: Tourism
Summary – The case for tourism in Bushbuckridge

z Bushbuckridge has two distinct aspects to its tourism sector:

– On the one hand, it can benefit from employment in tourist areas that surround the region (wildlife 
areas to the north, east and south; and the Drakensberg escarpment to the west) 

– On the other hand, the area offers its own (potential) tourist attractions, which include Injaka Dam, 
the Bushbuckridge Nature Reserve, Manyeleti and Andover wildlife areas, and cultural tourist 
attractions

z At present, the area is losing considerable income earning opportunities, as tourists 
bypass Bushbuckridge on their way to the attractions of the surrounding areas, and both 
immediate tourist spending and tourist industry supply spending is captured by other 
areas

– Potential tourist attractions in Bushbuckridge remain underdeveloped, with little / no 
accommodation facilities 

– Other sectors, like agriculture, are too underdeveloped for outside tourist attractions to want to 
partner with Bushbuckridge producers

z The key to unlocking the full potential of the tourism sector for Bushbuckridge therefore 
lies in: 

– Using the surrounding attractions to strengthen the appeal of the attractions within in the area

– Tapping the economic potential of the surrounding area by providing labour and products

Source:  Monitor analysis / interviews
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Pictorial overview

The area offers insights into 
Shangaan and Northern Sotho 

culture

Immersive cultural tours are offered 
from private game lodges to the 

Bushbuckridge communities

The area has extensive game areas 
on three sides of the node

Arts and crafts producers and sales 
people operate from informal stalls 

along the KNP access roads

Injaka Dam was constructed in 1995 
and offers tourism development 

potential

Mariepskop, bordering Blyde River 
Canyon, is prime hiking and 

adventure sport territory
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� Bushbuckridge is wedged 
between some of 
Mpumalanga’s prime 
tourist attractions, 
including Kruger National 
Park, Sabie Sands, Mala 
Mala, Blyde River Canyon 
and Timbavati

� It also could offer its own 
tourist attractions, e.g. 
some wildlife areas 

� Cultural tourism could be 
developed, as traditional 
villages exist in the area 
and the chieftaincy 
system is still a part of 
society

What do they rely on?What do they rely on?What do they rely on?

� At present, Bushbuckridge does 
not contribute strongly to the 
tourism value chain, although it 
could provide:

– trade: arts and crafts, 
restaurants and service 
stations along the access 
routes of the wildlife areas 
of the east

– accommodation: lodges and 
hotel facilities along the 
access routes of the wildlife 
areas of the east

– cultural products: village 
tours, dance and music 
shows

What do they do / 
produce?

What do they do / What do they do / 
produce?produce?

Who do they serve / 
target / sell to?

Who do they serve / Who do they serve / 
target / sell to?target / sell to?

Target marketsTarget marketsProductionProductionInputInput

� The target market for 
tourism in Bushbuckridge
would be primarily 
international tourists who 
pass through to the wildlife 
areas in the east

� The development of more 
lodges in the area and 
attractions like Injaka Dam 
could open access to the 
domestic tourism market

Selected sector: Tourism
Overview of the tourism sector

Source:  Monitor interviews / analysis
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Inputs – Kruger to Canyons Biosphere Reserve

z In 2001, the Kruger to Canyons (K2C) Biosphere 
Reserve was registered with UNESCO

z Biosphere reserves are designated regions where 
internationally important ecosystems and protected areas 
lie adjacent to human settlements

z They are established to promote solutions to reconcile 
the conservation of biodiversity and its sustainable use

z K2C is at the interface of the Eastern Transvaal 
Drakensberg Escarpment and the Central Lowveld, 
covering three biomes (savannah woodlands,
afromontane forests and montane grasslands) 

z These protected and resource areas are approximately 
4.8 m ha in extent, including the trans-frontier and 
escarpment protected areas

z In the transition zone more than 1.5 m people reside on 
communal land

Most of Bushbuckridge falls into the Kruger to Canyons Biosphere Reserve, which in its totality 
is a major tourist attraction

Source:  Kruger2Canyons website, Monitor analysis

Bushbuckridge

As Bushbuckridge falls into a tourism area that extends beyond its borders, a holistic view 
should be taken, and attractions both around and inside the node should be considered
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Inputs – Attractions around the node
Bushbuckridge is surrounded by high potential tourist attractions – this attracts many visitors to 
the area, although they do not necessarily enter Bushbuckridge

Central Kruger 
National Park
SA’s premier 
national park, 
encompassing  

2 m ha

Pilgrims Rest
The historical gold 

mining town is a “living 
gold miners’ museum”

Private game reserves
Wildlife areas like Mala Mala

and Sabie Sands are 
renowned conservation areas

Private game 
reserves

Balule and Timbavati
host various luxury 

lodges

Blyde River Canyon
The third largest 

canyon in the world 
and one of South 

Africa's scenic 
wonders on 25,000 ha

God’s Window
The Pinnacle and 
God’s Window are 

renowned viewpoints 
across the Lowveld

Southern Kruger 
National Park

SA’s premier national park, 
encompassing 2 m ha

Bourke’s Luck 
Potholes

Geological formations

Wildlife clusterCultural and sports recreation

Aventura Swadini /
Blydepoort

Resorts near Three
Rondavels / Blyde Dam

Waterfalls / Mac-Mac
Many waterfalls and the 

Mac-Mac pools are 
popular destinations

Source:  AASA, Monitor research

Mozambique 
border

Jereonde border 
post to open 
soon Æ will 

increase traffic
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BushbuckridgeSelected sector: Tourism
Inputs – Attractions in the node

In the medium term, a number of potential tourist attractions will develop in the node, although 
only a few are currently actively being pursued

Manyeleti
Land was 

awarded to
Mnisis; land is 
last virgin veld
reserve in SA 

and is 
earmarked for 
eco-tourism

Andover
A private game reserve under 

claim by the Mnisi Tribal 
Authority. White Lion to be 

released (unique)

Mariepskop
Forestry is withdrawing, 

national park to be 
declared soon with 

adventure sports, hiking, 
accommodation and 

cable car

Injaka Dam
Development 

planned for water 
sports and 

accommodation
Bushbuckridge Nature Reserve
Badly vandalised reserve; initial 
thoughts about redeveloping for 

eco-tourism

Source:  Monitor Research, Mail & Guardian 18 March 2005   

Mnisi Cultural Village
Construction of lodge and 

tourist centre currently ongoing

Cultural tourism
Local traditional 

villages offer 
culture tours from 

private game 
reserves 

Huntington-
Dixie-Utah

Community land 
is added to

Sabie Sands in 
return for 

commercial 
rights
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Production – Making use of external attractions

Bushbuckridge must exploit the employment opportunities of external attractions, while at the 
same time using the pull of tourists to the area to make node’s internal attractions more viable

Hiking 
and 

cultural 
cluster

Hiking Hiking 
and and 

cultural cultural 
clustercluster

Wildlife 
cluster
Wildlife Wildlife 
clustercluster

Barrier / constraintBarrier / constraint Potential solutionPotential solutionPotential for 
Bushbuckridge

Potential for 
Bushbuckridge

� As visitors drive to wildlife areas, 
they have to pass through 
Bushbuckridge

� Accommodation along fringe of 
parks 

� Bushbuckridge’s agriculture can 
supply game lodges 

� Direct employment potential

� Cultural tours to Bushbuckridge 
would be an “add-on” for visitors to 
the wildlife areas like Kruger Park 
and Sabie Sands

� Lack of facilities along roads 
passing through Bushbuckridge 
means that visitors do not stop

� Other routes are marketed as 
scenic routes, resulting in roads 
like R40 losing out

� Limited capacity in agriculture 
currently impedes supply 
contracts

� No marketing structures in 
place – tourists visiting game 
areas are unaware of cultural 
offering 

� Develop access routes to wildlife 
areas into tourist routes / 
attractions in their own right

� Start co-operation with game areas 
to ensure that their customers are 
aware of Bushbuckridge’s cultural 
offering

� Interventions in agricultural sector

� Train Bushbuckridge citizens in 
relevant skills (e.g. tour guides, 
conservationists)

� Employment creation

� Cultural tours to Bushbuckridge 
would be an “add-on” for visitors 

� Accommodation facilities

� Formalised curio markets

� Highly competitive environment
– Large sections (especially 

around Pilgrim’s Rest) are well 
established tourist areas 
already

– Pilgrim’s Rest is 40 km away 
from Bushbuckridge

– The Blyde River area is likely 
to compete for the same 
tourists as the forest areas of 
Bushbuckridge 

� Attractions in Bushbuckridge that 
make it worthwhile for visitors to 
the area to also stay in 
Bushbuckridge need to be 
developed

� Co-operation / integrated tour 
offerings could increase the 
linkage between the area and 
Bushbuckridge

Source:  Monitor interviews / analysis
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BushbuckridgeSelected sector: Tourism
Production – Making use of attractions in Bushbuckridge

Bushbuckridge has as yet hardly tapped the potential of possible tourist attractions within the 
area

Game 
reserves
Game Game 

reservesreserves

Water-
based 

tourism

WaterWater--
based based 

tourismtourism

Barrier / constraintBarrier / constraint Potential solutionPotential solutionPotential for
Bushbuckridge

Potential for
Bushbuckridge

� The Injaka Dam development 
provides potential for water sports

� This could be linked with restaurants, 
accommodation and resorts

� Project in early phases

� Outstanding land claims 
� See investment opportunities 

section
� State could “buy out” claimants

� The area has a rich N. Sotho and 
Shangaan heritage, which could be 
marketed with dance festivals, 
immersion tours and cultural centres

� Not yet established, early 
planning phase

� See investment opportunities 
section

Hiking / 
scenic 
views

Hiking / Hiking / 
scenic scenic 
viewsviews

Cultural 
tourism
Cultural Cultural 
tourismtourism

� Game reserves on the northern 
perimeter and in the south of the 
area provide potential for 
accommodation and eco-tourism

� Accommodation and day visitor 
facilities 

� Competition from more well-
known game areas

� Breadth of reach of game farm 
tourism is unknown

� Seventy-five per cent of Blyde
River Canyon National Park is 
outside of Bushbuckridge

� Area outside Bushbuckridge is 
already established and has 
strong brand name

� Link game tourism with cultural 
tourism that has greater 
employment reach  

� Integrate marketing of Blyde River 
Canyon National Park into broader
Bushbuckridge tourism promotion

Source:  Monitor interviews / analysis
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Production – Benefits of driving tourism for other sectors

Both the retail and agriculture sectors will be positively affected if tourism potential is better 
captured in Bushbuckridge, as additional demand will increase production in those sectors, 
both of which are large employers in the area

From an economic development perspective, the agriculture and retail sectors should also be 
seen as part of the production value chain step of the tourism sector

Tourism sector 
grows

Tourism sector Tourism sector 
growsgrows

Demand for 
investment projects

Income generation

Retail / services 
sector 

development

Retail / services Retail / services 
sector sector 

developmentdevelopment

Agricultural 
sector 

development

Agricultural Agricultural 
sector sector 

developmentdevelopment

Demand for 
produce

Tourist sector 
Demand for goods

Domestic demand 
for goods and 

services++

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

Source:  Monitor analysis

+
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Target markets for Bushbuckridge tourism: Domestic visitors

BRCNP: Blyde River Canyon National Park
Source:  Monitor interviews / analysis

Water-based 
tourism 

(Injaka Dam)

WaterWater--based based 
tourism tourism 

(Injaka Dam)(Injaka Dam)

Domestic visitors are likely to be attracted to three of the four attraction clusters

RationaleRationaleRationale

Game 
reserves
Game Game 

reservesreserves

Cultural 
tourism
Cultural Cultural 
tourismtourism

Hiking / 
scenic views
Hiking / Hiking / 
scenic viewsscenic views

� Aventura-type resorts and sports-based 
activities are likely to appeal to 
domestic travellers

� Facilities could be used for conferences

� Domestic tourists will only be a 
limited target group for cultural 
tourism

� Domestic tourists will be keen to 
experience new and upcoming game 
parks

� Domestic tourists are likely to make 
use of multi-day hiking opportunities 
once the BRCNP is opened and will 
stop over on the way to game areas

RequirementsRequirementsRequirementsType of visitType of visitType of visit

D
D

Multi-day
Day visits
Full service 
Self-catering

D
D

D Multi-day
Day visits
Full service 
Self-catering

D
D

D Multi-day
Day visits
Full service 
Self-cateringD

D

Multi-day
Day visits
Full service 
Self-catering

� Infrastructure for sports
� Hotel and conference 

facilities

� N/A

� Lodges

� Game park infrastructure 
and services , e.g. trails, 
guides

� Trails

� Accommodation 

� View points
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Action relevant pointsAction relevant pointsAction relevant points

Selected sector: Tourism
Target markets – Domestic visitors

Taking into consideration current domestic tourism trends to Mpumalanga, Bushbuckridge 
should develop its attractions accordingly

Note: VFR = Visiting Friends and Relatives
Source:  Monitor analysis, South African Tourism
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z Holiday and business visits to the province are 
more frequent to Mpumalanga, while visiting 
friends and relatives is less frequent 
– Holiday trips, with a share of only 12% of national 

trips, contributes 32% of spend
– Business trips, although representing only 5% of 

trips, contribute 12% of spend

z The average domestic tourist to Mpumalanga
spends 52% less per trip than tourists to other 
areas, which is partially explained by the fact 
that the average trip to Mpumalanga is 25% 
shorter than to other areas

z Gauteng, which contributes 39% of total 
domestic tourism spend, is the most important 
source of domestic tourists for Mpumalanga

z Holiday and business visits to the province are 
more frequent to Mpumalanga, while visiting 
friends and relatives is less frequent 
– Holiday trips, with a share of only 12% of national 

trips, contributes 32% of spend
– Business trips, although representing only 5% of 

trips, contribute 12% of spend

z The average domestic tourist to Mpumalanga
spends 52% less per trip than tourists to other 
areas, which is partially explained by the fact 
that the average trip to Mpumalanga is 25% 
shorter than to other areas

z Gauteng, which contributes 39% of total 
domestic tourism spend, is the most important 
source of domestic tourists for Mpumalanga

Focus on holiday and business visitors (high 
levels of spend), providing facilities for short 

trips especially
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Target markets – Domestic holiday visitors

When focusing on domestic holiday visitors, Bushbuckridge can develop a very wide range 
of activities and attractions, although a segment specific needs analysis will be required

Source:  Monitor analysis

Target marketTarget marketTarget market ProductsProductsProducts Potential locationsPotential locationsPotential locations

z Domestic holiday visitors are 
likely to make use of
Bushbuckridge’s natural 
endowments 
– Nature reserves
– Water sports
– Hiking activities

z Provide: 
– Overnight accommodation 
– Adventure sports
– Eco-tourism facilities

z Bushbuckridge and northern 
nature/game reserves

z Injaka Dam
– Water sports 
– Potential for resort 

development

z Forest reserves

z Cater for:

– Families 

– Individuals

– Adventure sports people

– Eco-tourists

– Short visits and long 
visits

Injaka Dam
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BushbuckridgeSelected sector: Tourism
Target markets – Domestic business visitors

When focusing on business travellers, Bushbuckridge should look at providing conference 
facilities and accommodation

Source:  Monitor analysis

Target marketTarget marketTarget market ProductsProductsProducts Potential locationsPotential locationsPotential locations

z Provide overnight 
accommodation with 
business facilities (e.g. 
communication centres)

z Conferencing venues
– Must be located in areas 

with good access (e.g. 
R40)

– Must offer facilities
– Motto: “Bush Lekgotla”

z Bushbuckridge Nature Reserve
– Idle lodge facilities initially 

built for hosting conferences

z Injaka Dam
– Can combine conferencing 

facilities with other 
entertainment facilities

z Along R40 and Skukuza Roads

z The purpose of business 
visitors travelling in 
Mpumalanga is likely to:

– Visit major cities 
(Nelspruit, Witbank)

– Visit specific 
businesses/ projects 
distributed across the 
province

– Attend conferences

Injaka DamNyolo LodgeNelspruit
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Target markets for Bushbuckridge tourism: International visitors

Source:  Monitor interviews,  

Water-based 
tourism 

(Injaka Dam)

WaterWater--based based 
tourism tourism 

((InjakaInjaka Dam)Dam)

International tourists have potential to take advantage of single day, full service tourist 
attractions

RationaleRationaleRationale

Game 
reserves
Game Game 

reservesreserves

Cultural 
tourism
Cultural Cultural 
tourismtourism

Hiking / 
scenic views
Hiking / Hiking / 
scenic viewsscenic views

RequirementsRequirementsRequirementsType of visitType of visitType of visit

D
Multi-day
Day visits
Full service 
Self-catering

D

D Multi-day
Day visits
Full service 
Self-catering

D

Multi-day
Day visits
Full service 
Self-catering

D
D

Multi-day
Day visits
Full service 
Self-catering

� Day visitor facilities, e.g. 
restaurants, rest stop

� Tourist route

� Information materials

� Cultural villages, 
infrastructure for 
performances, etc.

� Lodges

� Game park infrastructure 
and services , e.g. trails, 
guides

� View points, restaurants, 
added attractions like arts 
and crafts, cultural

� International tourists are unlikely to be 
attracted by the dam apart from stop-
over visits and are likely to stay at their 
final destination (i.e. parks, Blyde River)

� International tourists can be attracted 
if international tour operators take 
note of opportunities

� International tourists visiting other 
attractions will be the prime target 
group, especially when visiting the 
area as part of a packaged tour

� International tourists should be 
considered the prime target group 
for view points and day visitor 
centres

D
D
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BushbuckridgeSelected sector: Tourism
Target markets – International visitors

Source:  Monitor interviews / analysis, SA Tourism

Taking into consideration current international tourists’ characteristics, Bushbuckridge 
should develop its attractions accordingly
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z International tourists generally visit the 
Kruger National Park (82%)

z As more than half visit Blyde River as well 
as Kruger Park, it can be assumed that 
most pass / pass through Bushbuckridge 
during their trip 

z As most visitors are first time visitors, and 
only few visit the area again, it is crucial 
that attractions:

– lie on the way and are easily accessible 
to visitors on, potentially, their only visit 
to the area

– are worthwhile stops during their visit; if 
tourists visit Kruger Park, they are 
unlikely to visit further game reserves 
on the same journey
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Barriers and potential solutions

Barrier / constraint Potential solution

� Lack of administrative capacity
– At present, neither Limpopo Tourism nor

Mpumalanga Parks and Tourism Agency feel 
responsible for Bushbuckridge

– Although originally part of the “Valley of the
Olifants” tourism district, the area fell by the way 
side as no major attractions feature in the area

� Clear institutional responsibilities
– A single agency needs to be made responsible 

for the area
– To ensure that the area receives adequate 

attention if clustered into a tourist district (e.g. 
“The Panorama”), a nodal tourism champion 
should be identified 

� Lack of integrated tourist offering
– Although a number of small operators are starting 

tourism ventures in the area (e.g. cultural tours), 
there is no co-ordinated effort or central 
information point

� Develop a macro tourism strategy 
– The macro tourism strategy should define the 

way forward for Bushbuckridge specifically; plans 
for provinces as a whole will not take 
Bushbuckridge’s needs sufficiently into 
consideration

� Tourists stop at major attractions outside the area
– Bushbuckridge is surrounded by some of SA’s

prime tourist attractions, namely Blyde River 
Canyon and Kruger National Park

– Visitors are likely to stay in either of the two 
neighbouring areas, but bypass Bushbuckridge

� Co-operate with other areas
– Develop co-operation programmes that allow 

neighbouring areas to add small attractions like
Injaka Dam and cultural tours to their current 
product offering, while actively allowing
Bushbuckridge to participate in the tourist 
earnings

� Development of niche products
– Develop, for example, small private game lodges 

which become attractions in their own right
– Ensure that visitors spend while passing through

Bushbuckridge, e.g. in souvenir stalls, rest 
stops/restaurants and overnight accommodation

Source:   Monitor interviews / analysis
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Bushbuckridge

Source:  Monitor interviews / analysis

Selected sector: Tourism
Summary – Key next steps and potential for tourism

Prioritised next stepsPrioritised next stepsPrioritised next steps Potential for the sectorPotential for the sectorPotential for the sector

� Immediate employment creation in guest 
houses, restaurants and tourist facilities

� Indirect employment creation through 
increased demand for agricultural products 
and retail services – potentially a strong 
multiplier effect

� Higher levels of pride and identification with 
area, if the area is well marketed

� Since considerable catch-up development is 
required, the establishment of tourist facilities 
will lead to considerable temporary 
employment during the construction phases

� Especially in the case of game reserve 
tourism, attention must be paid to the fact that 
the community generally benefits little from the 
attractions, as little employment is created –
potential here should be seen in creating a 
draw card that will allow other activities, like 
cultural tourism, to benefit

z Create / determine organisational 
responsibilities

– Provincial tourism authority
– Municipal tourism office

z Develop tourism strategy
– Which customers to cater for? 
– Which attractions to develop?
– What infrastructure to develop?

z Implement
– Ensure integration of activities among each other 

and integration into offering of other areas
– Ensure that developmental blockages (e.g. access 

to basic services) are cleared

11

22

33
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BushbuckridgeSelected sectors: Tourism 
Key contacts

NameName Position / Position / 
organisationorganisation Reason to contactReason to contact

Ray Mandlazi Bushbuckridge
Municipality Head of 
Tourism

� Only government official who is responsible for tourism 
development for Bushbuckridge

Remember Makobele Chairman,
Vuyanikaya Tourism 
Association

� Driving force behind cultural tourism and the establishment of a
tourist route through Bushbuckridge (see investment opportunities 
section)

Christopher Clarke Project Co-ordinator,
Department of 
Environmental 
Affairs and Tourism 
(DEAT), North 
Eastern Escarpment 
Bioregion

� Project co-ordinator for creating the Blyde River Canyon National 
Park

David Arkwright Consultant, ECI 
Africa

� Involved in numerous land restitution / community-based tourism 
initiatives based on the Mabedi programme
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Bushbuckridge poverty node

� Description of current value chain
� Growth constraints and solutions

� Potential for sector

z Research process

z Overview

z Economy

– Overview

– Selected sector: Tourism

– Selected sector: Agriculture

z Investment opportunities

z Summary

z Appendix
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Summary – The case for agriculture in Bushbuckridge

z Bushbuckridge is mostly a rural area, dominated by 
subsistence and small farming activities – most 
households farm for subsistence purposes

z Inefficient and lack of targeted activity means that 
considerable income potential remains latent:

– Numerous former Development Corporation 
projects lie abandoned and unused 

– Currently, mostly small and subsistence farmers 
are active in Bushbuckridge

z Targeted interventions could develop subsistence to 
smallholding activity with creation of slight 
disposable income; and small farmers could move 
into a more commercial arena, generating stronger 
inflow of capital into the area

z Although ecological circumstances (soil types, land 
and water availability) may limit the total size of 
commercial farming activity in the area, a 
considerable gap between current and potential 
activity remains

Subsistence 
farming

Smallholding 
farming

Commercial 
farming

The current strategy of the regional Department of Agriculture is to move farmers up the 
value pyramid – this promises to unleash considerable dormant capacity in the area

Source:  Monitor interviews / analysis
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BushbuckridgeSelected sector: Agriculture
Pictorial overview

Most agriculture occurs on a 
subsistence / small holding level

Cattle and some goats 
roam the countryside –
overgrazing is common

A number of citrus, sisal and coffee 
plantations used to exist, though many 

were abandoned

Lack of access to market implies that 
many producers sell only to the 

community

Many homes have banana 
and mango trees in the 

backyard – the harvest is at 
times sold

There are numerous small 
chicken farmers

State forests line the 
western edge of the 

area
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BushbuckridgeSelected sector: Agriculture
Overview of the agricultural sector

z Use of natural fauna 
(marula fruit, medicinal 
plants)

z Widespread growth of 
mango and bananas in 
gardens / backyards

z Existing infrastructure / 
estates of former 
development corporations

z Cattle farmers make use 
of bushveld for grazing

z Soil and climate suitable 
for citrus plantations

What do they rely on?What do they rely on?What do they rely on?

z Commercial farming:
– Former development 

corporation estates grow 
citrus

– Some small commercial 
cattle farmers

z Smallholding farmers grow 
maize, vegetables, mangos, 
rear chicken

z Traditional / subsistence 
farming:
– Maize, grains, cattle, goats, 

small vegetable gardens, 
mangos

z Timber: Gum and wattle 
forests are found to a limited 
degree

What do they do / 
produce?

What do they do / What do they do / 
produce?produce?

z A lack of access to markets 
results in most farmers 
supplying only to the local 
community
– The local community is 

accessed from roadside 
stalls and informal markets

z The few commercial activities 
that exist have fixed 
customers/contracts
– Kruger National Park has 

expressed interest in 
sourcing from
Bushbuckridge suppliers

z Some produce is sold to co-
operatives or sole traders 
who sell outside of
Bushbuckridge

Who do they serve / 
target / sell to?

Who do they serve / Who do they serve / 
target / sell to?target / sell to?

Target marketsTarget marketsProductionProductionInputInput

Source:  Monitor interviews
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z Climatic conditions suitable for 
citrus and vegetable production

z Use of natural fauna (marula fruit, 
medicinal plants)

z Widespread growth of mango and 
bananas in gardens / backyards

Selected sector: Agriculture
Inputs

From an “emerging farmer” perspective, land and labour are available but knowledge, skills 
and equipment are lacking

Source:  Bushbuckridge Municipality IDP 2005/6; Bushbuckridge LED Strategy 2005; Monitor interviews 

HasHas LacksLacks

;

:

Land
z Land managed by traditional 

authorities is available for cultivation 
by emerging farmers 

z Families and individuals have 
recently become land owners 
through the land claims process

Water
z The area is starved of water –

conservation areas, domestic use and 
irrigation compete

z Although some irrigation schemes 
exist, the area has poor access to 
water

: Large plots of land

z The land claims process and traditional 
distribution of land implies small parcels 
of land per farm (1-10 ha per farmer)

: Resources

z A lack of skills has resulted in 
development corporation estates falling 
into disrepair and disuse 

z Lack of skills and management 
capabilities result in a lack of farming 
production

; Natural endowment
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BushbuckridgeSelected sector: Agriculture
Inputs – Land 

While forestry activities occur in the west (escarpment), citrus plantations are primarily found 
in the south and stock farming primarily in the east. Numerous estates lie dormant

Forest

Citrus and 
subtropical fruit

Livestock

Game

Legend

Main rivers

Irrigation schemes

Note that farms east of the line 
Casteel – Alexandria fall into the 
foot and mouth “Surveillance –
Yellow Area”, everything to the east 
of the Oakley-Rooiboklaagte line 
into the “Enzootic – Red Area”

Coffee

Source:  Monitor interviews, DWAF, DOA, SA Explorer

Dormant / 
abandoned 
estates

Sisal
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Inputs – Water 

z The area is dry, with approximately 600 mm of rain per annum. There is no rainfall from 
April to October; rainfall is highly variable and rain often occurs in intense downpours, 
increasing risk of erosion and irrigation / dam damage

z There are few catchments areas in the region

Agricultural activity needs to take into account that Bushbuckridge does not possess large 
water reserves

Source: Proceedings records of DWAF Sustainable Resource Management Conference 27 May 2003; CBNRM and AIDS in Bushbuckridge, Northern 
Province, South Africa: An exploratory geographic analysis; Monitor interviews / analysis; Economic Development Strategy for Northern Province

Agriculture will be constrained by shortage of water, and the competition with domestic 
uses and conservation will be fierce, implying the need for careful management

IrrigationIrrigationIrrigation

RainfallRainfallRainfall

RiversRiversRivers

DamsDamsDams

z The Sand and Sabie rivers are of crucial ecological importance for the eastern areas, limiting 
water extraction potential

z Agreements with Swaziland / Mozambique limit water usage from river systems 

z Irrigation systems currently feed off rivers, with only Champagne Irrigation being supplied by 
the Casteel Dam and Injaka Irrigation by Injaka Dam

z There are three major irrigation schemes, all of which are currently being rehabilitated 
z The area generally does not have a high groundwater-bearing capacity

z The construction of Injaka Dam will increase water security
z The construction of Zoeknog Dam was aborted after floods in 2000 broke the dam wall –

progress on reconstruction is progressing slowly although the dam would improve water 
availability for the area considerably
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Inputs – General ecological potential for agriculture 

Although Bushbuckridge is suitable for agricultural use, it may be less suited than 
neighbouring areas, requiring careful consideration of investments 

Source: Proceedings records of DWAF Sustainable Resource Management Conference 27 May 2003; CBNRM and AIDS in Bushbuckridge, Northern 
Province, South Africa: An exploratory geographic analysis; Monitor interviews / analysis

Agriculture does have potential to ensure livelihoods for local people but large 
commercial operations will require professional operations to remain successful

Area’s 
suitability 

for 
agriculture

AreaArea’’s s 
suitability suitability 

for for 
agricultureagriculture

IndigenousIndigenousIndigenous

ForestryForestryForestry

CropsCropsCrops

CitrusCitrusCitrus

z Rainwater is too variable and too limited for large-scale rainwater cultivation

z Water is in too short supply for considerably expanding irrigation

z Only the western section has climate suited to forestry, but large sections of 
this will be converted to a national park

z Bluegum requires much water, threatening ecological diversity in Kruger 
z Higher elevations in other areas allow for faster forestry turnover

z Although citrus is viable and the soil is well suited, ecological conditions 
in the southern neighbouring areas are even more ideal

z Medicinal plants and marula trees abound in the area and do not have 
any commercial competition from neighbouring areas. However, large 
scale commercialisation and cultivation is unlikely

LivestockLivestockLivestock z Cattle graze across the area, but are affected by foot-and-mouth disease 
along the eastern perimeter
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Source:  Monitor interviews; Economic Development Strategy for Northern Province

CropsCropsCrops ForestryForestryForestry

The node produces a variety of agricultural products, including subsistence crops, livestock 
and timber

Selected sector: Agriculture
Production – Existing  

LivestockLivestockLivestock Fruit and vegetablesFruit and vegetablesFruit and vegetables

� Limited subsistence 
planting of maize exists

� Six sisal operations were 
abandoned as production 
costs were R1,400/ton 
compared with a world 
market price of R400/ton

� Cattle are found across the 
area and graze in the 
bushveld of the area 
(69,000 head, avg. 25 
head)

� Numerous small broiler 
farms exist, with one 
chicken abattoir currently 
active

� Approximately 36 egg-
production projects were 
operational; these were 
poverty-alleviation projects, 
which have, in general, 
failed

� Approx 22,000 ha of state 
forests lined the western edge 
of the node – about 50% of 
this was plantation, with 99% 
being pine

� In 2001, cabinet decided to 
exit forestry

� After sale tenders were 
unsuccessful (forests had 
been poorly managed / of low 
quality), and the area is a 
biodiversity hot spot and 
forestry threatens water 
security, a national park would 
be declared. Seventy-five per 
cent of plantation now cleared

� Numerous citrus estates 
exist in Bushbuckridge, 
although many are inactive 

� Some greenhouse 
vegetables are grown in 
the area, although no local 
processing exists 

� Mangos and bananas grow 
in many backyards and 
private gardens

� Sixty-three (total of 151 ha) 
community food gardens 
operate on a poverty 
alleviation level
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Source:  Bushbuckridge LED Assessment Report (Glass, 2006); Monitor interviews 

Selected sector: Agriculture
Production – Potential  

While livestock production, and fruit and vegetable sectors offer potential for growth, crops 
and forestry are ill-suited for further development

CropsCropsCrops ForestryForestryForestryLivestockLivestockLivestock Fruit and vegetablesFruit and vegetablesFruit and vegetables

� As land parcels in 
Bushbuckridge tend to be 
small, production of crops 
may be sufficient for 
subsistence, but will not 
provide sufficient 
revenues for economic 
growth / generation of 
surplus income

� Additionally, the land will 
be unable to support 
water intensive agriculture

� Chicken farming requires 
little infrastructure

– Processing facilities 
already available

� A strong tradition of stock 
farming and availability of 
uncultivated tribal land 
allows small farmers to 
grow their cattle farming 
activities

� Forestry reserves are at 
present being dissolved

� Limited potential remains 
on the periphery of the 
escarpment (which falls 
outside the proposed 
national park) for approx. 
3,000 ha of plantation 
forests

� Numerous citrus estates lie 
dormant and could be revived

� Fruit plantations could be 
expanded if irrigation is 
developed and land made 
available

� Plans exist to expand 
greenhouse / shadenet
vegetable plantations

Potential: Potential: Potential: Potential:

HighLow
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Production – Overview of irrigated development corporation estates  

The majority of former commercial estates are not in operation, although infrastructure and 
land availability would make these prime development targets

Source:  Economic Dev. Strategy for Northern Province; Department of Agriculture; Monitor interviews/analysis

Name Commodity Size (ha) Employment Comments Status
Lisbon Mangos, citrus 570 400 + 500 temp Successfully transferred to claimants D

Hoxane Mixed – orchards 
and vegetables 400 40

Technoserv is assisting the Sabie Haxana Farmers’
co-operative to grow (15 farmers, 150 ha) D

Sandford Avos, pecans, 
litchis, citrus 120 82

Land claims being processed
D

Zoeknog Coffee 132 130 Stopped 5-6 years ago because the low price of 
coffee made it unviable U

Waterval Coffee, mangos 97 14 Land claims. Stopped 5-6 years ago: conversion to 
banana/macadamia U

Injaka Coffee 186 175 Land claims. Stopped 5-6 years ago: conversion to 
banana/macadamia U

New Forest Tobacco, 
vegetables 120 470 + 100 temp

Lack of water, DoA trying to revive under project 
RESIS in co-operation with ECI Africa D

Wales Coffee, mac. nuts 400 160 + 500 temp Dormant U

Zoeknog Rice 10 24 Lack of water, rice particularly heavy on water U

Allendale Citrus 53 70 Lack of funds, dormant, under claim U
Champagne Citrus, mangos 298 124 + 500 temp Land claims being processed D

Dingleydale Vegetables 700 648 DoA yet to undertake studies in the area D

Cork Vegetables 500 400? Technoserv is investigating reactivation U

Dumfries Vegetables 40 7 No production – lack of young farmers, DoA is 
attempting resuscitation U

D Active - in 
revival U inactive ? Status 

unclear
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General informationGeneral informationGeneral information

Selected sector: Agriculture
Production – Focus on citrus

Quick statistics

� South Africa produces about              
2 million tons of citrus produce 
p.a.

� Citrus accounts for 17% of 
horticultural produce

� The citrus industry earns about 
R2bn per year and employs an 
estimated 100,000 people

Quick statistics

� South Africa produces about              
2 million tons of citrus produce 
p.a.

� Citrus accounts for 17% of 
horticultural produce

� The citrus industry earns about 
R2bn per year and employs an 
estimated 100,000 people

Source:   South Africa Yearbook 2005/06; Department of Agriculture; Citrus Growers Association, Citrus Research International

Citrus is one the crops with high potential for Bushbuckridge, with numerous citrus estates 
having been successfully operated under the homeland development corporations

	 The main members of the citrus family are oranges, lemons, grapefruit, naartjies 
and limes

	 In South Africa, citrus production is largely limited to the irrigation areas of 
Limpopo and Mpumalanga provinces

	 Citrus trees grow in subtropical climates, and require fertile, well aerated and 
nitrogen-rich soils with a pH of between 6 and 6.5
– Different types of tree can grow in varied conditions, but water and sun are 

essential

	 Between 30 to 60 trees can be planted per hectare
– Yields will depend on soil and treatment

	 Lack of moisture suppresses growth, hence citrus estates rely heavily on 
irrigation

	 Trees are vulnerable to pests such as ants, thrips and caterpillars
– Other moulds and fungi also attack both trees and fruit

	 Fruits are popular for their high Vitamin C content

	 Citrus flowers start to appear in spring, and harvesting is about 7 months later
	 If taken care of, a citrus tree will produce fruit for 15-20 years

	 The main members of the citrus family are oranges, lemons, grapefruit, naartjies 
and limes

	 In South Africa, citrus production is largely limited to the irrigation areas of 
Limpopo and Mpumalanga provinces

	 Citrus trees grow in subtropical climates, and require fertile, well aerated and 
nitrogen-rich soils with a pH of between 6 and 6.5
– Different types of tree can grow in varied conditions, but water and sun are 

essential

	 Between 30 to 60 trees can be planted per hectare
– Yields will depend on soil and treatment

	 Lack of moisture suppresses growth, hence citrus estates rely heavily on 
irrigation

	 Trees are vulnerable to pests such as ants, thrips and caterpillars
– Other moulds and fungi also attack both trees and fruit

	 Fruits are popular for their high Vitamin C content

	 Citrus flowers start to appear in spring, and harvesting is about 7 months later

	 If taken care of, a citrus tree will produce fruit for 15-20 years
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BushbuckridgeSelected sector: Agriculture
Production – Focus on the South African citrus industry
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The citrus industry has shown steady growth and positive returns over the last 5 years, with 
the majority of South African products being exported

Domestic Producer Price CAGR: 2000-2005
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BushbuckridgeSelected sector: Agriculture 
Production – Focus on the Mpumalanga citrus industry

Prices of oranges in Mpumalanga are the lowest in the country and far below international 
prices – this indicates the need for producers to access external markets and / or grow 
superior cultivars
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Production –The organic alternative for citrus farming

Organic citrus production for export markets could be a viable farming activity for
Bushbuckridge, with Europe being a highly lucrative market
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Production Production Production 

MarketsMarketsMarkets

z Fast growing demand

z Higher prices for organic than 
conventional produce

z In areas where access to fertilisers
and pesticides is limited, organic 
production reduces dependence 
on such inputs

z Primary fertiliser for organic citrus 
production is chicken manure, 
some of which could be supplied 
locally in Bushbuckridge

InputsInputsInputs

z Taking into account the ecological 
sensitivity of the Bushbuckridge 
area, ecological friendly organic 
farming methods would reduce the 
negative effects of agriculture
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GeographicGeographicGeographic CustomerCustomerCustomer

Target markets for Bushbuckridge’s agricultural products can be examined along two 
dimensions – geography and customers – and in terms of existing markets and potential 
markets

Target marketsTarget marketsTarget markets

ExistingExistingExisting PotentialPotentialPotential ExistingExistingExisting PotentialPotentialPotential

Selected sector: Agriculture
Target markets 
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Target markets – Geographic

Source:  Monitor interviews / analysis

Currently, agricultural produce hardly leaves the area and is mostly consumed locally

ExistingExistingExisting PotentialPotentialPotential

Local (intra-node)Local (intra-node)

	 Community and shoppers in local 
markets

	 Current agri-processing entities, e.g.
– Marula products: marula fruit
– Exotic drinks: bananas
– Bangola Achaar: mangos 
– Bohlabela Trading Co-operative: 

chicken 

	 Sole traders

	 Achieve sufficient scale of production to 
make local agri-processing worthwhile (note 
that numerous plants in the near vicinity 
have gone into bankruptcy, indicating the 
need for careful assessment of viability)

National          
(extra-node)

National          
(extra-node)

	 Some citrus is sold outside of the area

	 Cattle is processed outside the node

	 Marula fruit is processed outside the 
area, with juice being sold to Ceres

	 If achieve a more consistent supply situation 
and increased scale of production, it will be 
easier to make transport to outside the area 
viable and find customers for dedicated supply 
contracts
– Kruger National Park has expressed 

interest in procuring from Bushbuckridge
– The railway to Gauteng could be exploited

InternationalInternational

	 Very limited (only in the case of marula 
oil)

	 Through specialisation in high value produce (e.g. 
organic produce) or produce specific to area 
(banana juice, marula) international customers 
could be gained

	 Former development corporation estates allegedly 
exported their produce while they were still active
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BushbuckridgeSelected sector: Agriculture
Target markets – Customer

Source:  Monitor interviews / analysis

Currently, agricultural produce is mostly sold within the node, as access to larger markets 
remains difficult

	 Producers currently produce for personal consumption and community usage only

	 Bartering and sales from roadside stalls are frequent

	 Formal markets for foodstuffs are currently outside the reach of local producers, as scale and quality issues 
remain

� Local game lodges and reserves 
require fruit and meat for their 
catering activities

� Previous attempts by Kruger Park to 
source locally failed – reliability and 
scale are issues that need to be 
addressed
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� If sufficient scale of operations is 
achieved, producers could supply
agri-processors like fruit juice and 
marmalade manufacturers

� Potentially, plants could be opened in 
the area, rather than having outside 
plants being supplied

� Once producers have access to 
formal markets, the potential for 
accessing international markets 
grows considerablyP
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Johannesburg 
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Barrier / constraintBarrier / constraint Potential solutionPotential solution

	 Access to markets
– Demand is outside node, at distance (and cost) to 

producers: closest produce markets / processing 
plants in Hoedspruit, Nelspruit 

– Lack of scale results in farmers being unable to 
reliably supply game farms at sufficient volumes

– Land bordering game farms is behind the “red line”
(high risk foot-and-mouth disease area), lowering 
prices for cattle and requiring quarantine before 
animals can be processed

– The demise of processing plants meant the 
collapse of the local market

	 Develop co-operative thinking
– Increased scale derived from pooling operations 

will ease negotiations with potential customers, 
reduce logistics costs and develop potential for 
agri-processing to be located within the node

– Rail system could be used more extensively
– By constructing tanneries and abattoirs behind the 

“red line”, farmers would be freed of many 
quarantine constraints

	 Access to resources
– Collateral and scale of operations inhibit local 

farmers from accessing finance
	 Develop co-operative thinking

– Co-operatives pool resources and output, resulting 
in better access to finance and markets

	 Access to water 
– There is considerable competition for water 

between human settlements, game farming and 
agriculture in a water starved area

	 Upgrade irrigation systems
– Develop water plan, including water allocations, 

pumping between catchment areas and 
identification of potential new irrigation schemes

– Granting of water rights should be reconsidered, 
taking into account developmental needs

	 Disinterest of youth in farming
– Young people leave farms abandoned / do not take 

over operations from parents owing to 
disillusionment with farming (the DoA’s loan book 
shows avg. farmer’s age is over 40 years) 

	 Provide formal skills training and marketing
– Formalise training opportunities and offer 

bursaries/incentives to enter farming
– Show viability of successful farming operations

Source:  Monitor interviews / analysis; Department of Agriculture

Selected sector: Agriculture 
Barriers and potential solutions
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Barrier / constraintBarrier / constraint Potential solutionPotential solution

	 Lack of technical and management skills
– The former development corporation estates 

were very successful while the development 
corporations managed them; however, 
management skills were never transferred 

– Some of the former development corporation 
estates produced unviable products – farmers 
need to be consulted on alternative products

	 Provide training and mentorship
– Formal transfer of skills and training programmes, 

both technical and management-oriented, would 
enable and make activities sustainable

– By providing continuous advice / mentoring, pro-
ductivity levels could be maintained at high levels

– Training needs to occur both for immediately 
required skills (farming), and secondary skills, like 
irrigation system maintenance

	 Land issues
– External investors are hesitant to invest in 

uncertain macro-environments
– Verbal agreements between tribal authorities and 

individuals lead to problems in the long term
– Growing villages encroach on fertile land around 

agricultural estates, thus limiting their expansion
– Applications to the municipality for tenure 

upgrade take considerable time

	 Fast track land claims process and information
– Communicate that tribal land can be upgraded to 

full tenure; develop easy and cheap process
– Engage with tribal authorities to ensure that 

written agreements exist
– Reassess how the tribal authority system can 

guide settlement patterns and develop settlement 
plans

	 Prioritisation of projects
– Expedite projects where land claims have been 

settled
– This will also encourage chiefs to speedily 

resolve other land claims

	 Exhaustive spatial development plan
– Spatial plans need to ensure that agricultural land 

is prioritised

Source:  Monitor interviews; Department of Agriculture

Selected sector: Agriculture 
Barriers and potential solutions
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Source:  Monitor interviews, CBNRM and AIDS in Bushbuckridge, Northern Province, South Africa: An exploratory geographic analysis

Selected sector: Agriculture
Summary – Key next steps and potential for agriculture

Prioritised next stepsPrioritisedPrioritised next stepsnext steps Potential for the sectorPotential for the sectorPotential for the sector

	 Ensuring that practised agriculture focuses on 
viable products ensures that potential is fully 
captured. Nonetheless, it must be considered 
that this potential is lower than in other regions 
of South Africa, owing to poorer soil 
conditions, constraints on water, and climate

	 By adopting a co-ordinated approach, 
agriculture development will exceed current 
targets of food security and self-sufficiency 
and move into value surplus generation

	 Only by pooling production and encouraging 
co-operatives can skills be transferred 
efficiently and markets be accessed

	 This in turn will allow sufficient scale for the 
medium-term development of agri-processing 
industries within the node

	 Such an approach leaves room for projects 
where small contributions by each member of 
the greater community generates sufficient 
pooled scale for commercial marketing Æ
marula and banana projects

z Complete land audit and analysis of 
potential agricultural sectors to be pursued

– Ensure only viable sectors are pursued

– Ensure that high value / potential agriculture (e.g. 
vegetable farming) is pursued 

z Set up requires structures and 
infrastructure to support plans

– Ensure adequate logistics, skills, land and water 
are available; potentially intervene where this is not 
the case (e.g. construct irrigation systems)

z Start farming co-operatives, including 
enterprise start-up assistance 

– Ensure that in-fighting is immediately halted

– Provide required infrastructure, resources (e.g. 
netting for tomato greenhouses) and access to 
suppliers/customers

z Monitor, mentor and improve
– Assist co-operatives in marketing their produce

– Intervene when co-operatives threaten to fail

– Ensure processes and production remain efficient

11

22

33

44
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Stranded projects

Many projects fail in the early stages of the start-up process, as land claims and fighting 
among stakeholders halts planning 

Source:  Eastern Cape Development Corporation; Monitor interviews / analysis

ImplementationImplementationFundingFundingBusiness planBusiness planIdeaIdea

Reasons for failure Reasons for failure 

	 Lack of transparency in the land claim process

	 Different claimants lay claim to the same parcels of land

– At times, agreements with chiefs who have since passed away cannot be validated and 
agreements contradict those between new chiefs and other parties

	 Nobody is willing to develop operations in a climate of uncertainty, resulting in land lying unused and 
being vandalised 

	 Lack of skills and capacity in the municipality to transform ideas into business plans

	 Lack of support from other government agencies (e.g. Small Enterprise Development Agency 
(SEDA), MEGA, Mpumalanga Agricultural Development Corporation [MADC]); the Department of 
Agriculture is accused of “not setting a foot in the field”

	 Lack of transparency in the land claim process

	 Different claimants lay claim to the same parcels of land

– At times, agreements with chiefs who have since passed away cannot be validated and 
agreements contradict those between new chiefs and other parties

	 Nobody is willing to develop operations in a climate of uncertainty, resulting in land lying unused and 
being vandalised 

	 Lack of skills and capacity in the municipality to transform ideas into business plans

	 Lack of support from other government agencies (e.g. Small Enterprise Development Agency 
(SEDA), MEGA, Mpumalanga Agricultural Development Corporation [MADC]); the Department of 
Agriculture is accused of “not setting a foot in the field”
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Stranded projects – Waterval and Injaka Coffee Estates

ConceptConcept Data and commentaryData and commentary

Description � Waterval and Injaka are former coffee plantations

� The Agricultural and Rural Development Corporation 
(ARDC) absorbed the former homeland development 
corporation-run estates in 1996

� Currently, there are attempts to revive activity on the 
estates, after plantations were abandoned 5-6 years ago 
when coffee prices dropped and made production 
unviable

� Plans are to convert estate to banana/macadamia 
plantations

Project cost ?

Employment Approx. 200

Reasons for 
delays

� Multiple claimants to the same parcels of land are 
complicating restitution process

� Not all claimants are interested in continuing agriculture in 
case of being awarded the land

� During protracted negotiations, no development takes 
place and estates fall further into disrepair and state of 
vandalisation

� In 2000 floods significantly damaged the little 
infrastructure that was left

Current status Awaiting land claims to be settled

Contact details Department of Agriculture, Mr Mboweni, District Head 
(013) 773 0333

Land claims hold up 
development

Source:  Monitor interviews, SEDA 

Coffee berries

General information on coffee

	 The coffee tree requires a warm climate and 
ample moisture

	 Less than 200 ha of coffee are under 
production in South Africa (KwaZulu Natal,
Mpumalanga)

	 Coffee is considered a job creator, and one 
of the only crops well suited to both small-
scale farmers and commercial estates

	 South Africa is a net importer of coffee and 
consumes more than 20,000 ton per annum
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Successful project – Lisbon Citrus Estate

ConceptConcept Data and CommentaryData and Commentary

Description � Lisbon Estate is a farm of 1,466 ha in total size, with     
380 ha citrus and 190 ha mango plantations

� The Agricultural and Rural Development Corporation 
(ARDC) absorbed the former homeland development 
corporation run estates in 1996

� Land claims against the project were successful, with a 
legal entity called the Nhlangwini Trust administering the 
affairs

� Slipknot Investment Boyes Group became a strategic 
partner responsible for the development and management 
of the Lisbon Estate, and contributed R500,000

Project cost ?

Employment 189 direct 

Reason for 
success

� Use of strategic partner with know-how, management 
skills and resources

� Co-ordinated effort by the claimants

Current status The currently fallow section of the farm has been earmarked 
for the development of an eco-tourism project (game farming, 
B&B, a cultural village and a golf course) in co-operation with 
strategic partner

Contact details Department of Agriculture, Mr Mboweni, District Head 
(013) 773 0333

Source:  Monitor interviews

Lisbon Estate grows citrus, litchis and mango; it is 
now entering the tourism market
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Project assistance: Mabedi initiative

Source:  Technoserv

Project 
name Description Project aim

Marula Natural 
Products 

	 Company processes marula nuts to produce 
oil

	 Project was established in 1998 by the 
Mineworkers Development Agency

	 Technoserv is assisting in achieving profitability:
– Improve nut-cracking productivity
– Improve oil extraction rate
– Secure contracts for fruit and oil
– Secure nut supply

Exotic Banana 
Products

	 Runs a plant that processes indigenous 
Piesang Awak banana to juice in White River

	 Supply chain development by establishing the 
Mabhovo Community Co-operative

	 Turnaround planning, strategy development and 
market research for the plant

Mabhovo
Community 
Co-operative

	 Supply for Exotic Banana Products comes 
from the Bushbuckridge community, which 
grows the bananas on a subsistence level

	 The co-operative collects mature banana 
bunches, supervises and pays farmers

	 Technoserv are in the process of mobilising the 
community to form a legal structure, thereby 
improving their ability to access much needed 
seed capital to expand banana production

Motlomobi
Farmers Co-
operative

	 Former irrigated development corporation 
coffee plant that has been dormant for 20 
years at Zoeknog

	 Eleven farmers formed a co-operative 

	 Following the preparation of a business plan, 
setup of co-operative structures and facilitation 
of seed capital financing, Technoserv will now 
focus on skills development and mentorship, 
operationalisation, project management, and 
setting up management structures

Sabie Haxana
Farmers’ Co-
operative

	 Fifteen farmers have farmed maize, mangos, 
tomatoes and mushrooms for numerous years

	 Technoserv is assisting in setting up legal 
structures that will allow the community to enter 
the commercial farming arena

Technoserv is assisting a number of agriculture-based ventures to becomes more profitable 
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Key contacts

NameName Position / Position / 
organisationorganisation Reason to contactReason to contact

Manias Mboweni Department of 
Agriculture, District 
Head,
Bushbuckridge


 Oversees all the agriculture projects in the area


 Is knowledgeable on the issues affecting agriculture in the area
and has access to statistics and data

Martin Matwata Department of 
Agriculture, Oatley
Service Point 
Programme Co-
ordinator


 Is responsible for the area around Sabie River, which hosts
Saringwa and Lisbon estates

Kim Weir Head of Commercial 
Forestry, 
Department of Water 
Affairs and Forestry


 Understands the issues relating to the potential of commercial 
forestry in the area

Elizabeth Girdwood Project Head 
TechnoServe, 
Mabedi Initiative


 Heads the Technoserv team, which at present supports numerous 
agricultural projects
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Bushbuckridge poverty node

z Research process

z Overview

z Economy

– Overview

– Selected sector: Tourism

– Selected sector: Agriculture

z Investment opportunities

z Summary

z Appendix
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Community input 
based 

agri-processing

Escarpment bluegum 
plantation

Chicken hatchery

Saringwa Citrus 
Estate

Beef processing / 
tannery

Investment opportunities
Summary of identified investment opportunities

Agriculture / agri-processingAgriculture /Agriculture / agriagri--processingprocessing TourismTourismTourism

Potential

“Potential” is a qualitative assessment of a given project’s attractiveness based on its employment 
potential and likelihood of success relative to other investment opportunities in the sector 
“Potential” is a qualitative assessment of a given project’s attractiveness based on its employment 
potential and likelihood of success relative to other investment opportunities in the sector 

= Low potential

= High potential

Opportunity

Injaka Dam

Game reserve 
developments

Bushbuckridge 
Nature Reserve

Blyde River Canyon 
National Park

KNP access roads 
tourism

Vuyanikaya tourism 
route

OtherOtherOther

PotentialOpportunity

Teacher training 
college

Clay mining and 
bricks production

PotentialOpportunity
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Stock farming is hampered by 
foot-and-mouth restrictions

Example of De Aar abattoir: 
Employment creation

Business plan formulation complete?

All funding in place?

Appropriate operational capacity available?

Beef processing / tanneryBeef processing / tanneryBeef processing / tannery

AgricultureAgricultureAgriculture Greenfield x

Brownfield Public sector

Private sector

Funds Req’d

# of Jobs

Level of action 
required from Scale

Eastern BBREastern BBREastern BBR

Investment opportunities
Beef processing / tannery

ConceptConcept Data and commentaryData and commentary

Description � All farms in the “red line” foot-and-mouth control area require veterinary 
movement permits/quarantining to move cattle out of the area – this affects a 
large section of eastern Bushbuckridge

� By setting up a beef processing plant within the district, considerable restrictions 
would be lifted

� Opportunity for both meat processing and tanneries, with potential for further 
leather processing at a later stage

� Refer to http://tinyurl.com/yfx3a3 of the National Department of Agriculturefor 
movement and quarantine restrictions relating to foot-and-mouth disease

Economic rationale � A local processing plant would reduce costs for beef production in the area

� Opportunities for export of leather and processed beef products

Employment � Direct employment at the plant
� Since labour remains cheap, leather product manufacturing another opportunity

� Indirect employment from enhancing viability of the stock farming sector in the 
area

Enabling conditions � Requirement for planning, financing and project management

� Development of sufficient veterinary capacity

� Identify commercial partner

Contact details Department of Agriculture, Mr Mboweni, District Head 
(013) 773 0333

?

?
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Teacher training in Hoxani

Graduation Day 2004 at
Hoxani

Business plan formulation complete?

All funding in place?

Appropriate operational capacity available?

Mapulaneng College – EducationMapulanengMapulaneng College College –– EducationEducation

OtherOtherOther Greenfield

Brownfield x Public sector

Private sector

Funds Req’d

# of Jobs

Level of action 
required from Scale

Eastern BBREastern BBREastern BBR

Investment opportunities
Mapulaneng Teacher Training College

ConceptConcept Data and commentaryData and commentary

Description � The apartheid government built two teacher training colleges in the area, 
namely Hoxani and Mapulaneng

� The current government felt that there was too much capacity in education 
studies and closed down both institutions

� Teacher shortages mean that the college could be viably operated

� Alternatively, the site could be used for training in sectors identified for growth 
potential, i.e. agriculture or tourism

Economic rationale � Teachers are in short supply; the country will have an estimated shortfall of 
15,000 teachers by 2008

� The buildings and infrastructure can still be resuscitated

� Hoxani Teacher’s College’s successful resuscitation is a showcase for the 
potential of the project

Employment � Lecturers will have to be imported, but all support staff will be local

� Indirect employment once training of students is completed

Enabling conditions � Incentives for potential lecturers to move to Bushbuckridge

� Affiliation with existing university, e.g. Unisa

� Support from Department of Education

� Funding and responsible party

Contact details Charles Mnisi, LED Manager Bushbuckridge, (013) 708 6018

?

?

Source:  Monitor interviews; Department of Education; University of South Africa

?
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Marula processing plant

Achaar producer

Business plan formulation complete?

All funding in place?

Appropriate operational capacity available?

Community-based projectsCommunityCommunity--based projectsbased projects

AgricultureAgricultureAgriculture Greenfield x

Brownfield Public sector

Private sector

Funds Req’d

# of Jobs

Level of action 
required from Scale

Across NodeAcross NodeAcross Node

Investment opportunities
Community input-based agri-processing

ConceptConcept Data and commentaryData and commentary

Description � Two projects are currently running that allow community members to supply 
small volumes of fruit (marula nuts; bananas) to processing plants 
(Thulamahashe Marula Project / White River Banana Juice Plant)

� Under the auspices of the Mabedi Development Initiative, Technoserve provides 
management assistance to the plant operators and ensures their profitability

� The approach could be expanded in reach and product to include the other 
“informal” major fruit produce, especially mangos: already, there is a private 
venture to produce mango achaar, with the community selling small lots to the 
processing company

Economic rationale � A roll out of the projects would imply economic development at grass roots level 
for many citizens, as the community is the supplier of raw materials

� As mangos, bananas and marula nuts grow in the area outside formalised 
plantations, inputs are widely accessible and do not require additional 
investment

Employment � The marula plant currently employs seven people directly, the banana plant also 
seven people 

� Approx. 300 community members supply marula, and 40 supply bananas

Enabling conditions � Requirement for capital funding to set up plants

� Assist in co-ordinating / advertising supply requirements

� Marketing assistance

Contact details Elizabeth Girdwood, Business Advisor with Technoserv 083 649 7487

?

?
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Manyeleti and Andover 
reserves

Rare white lions

Business plan formulation complete?

All funding in place?

Appropriate operational capacity available?

Game ReservesGame ReservesGame Reserves

TourismTourismTourism Greenfield

Brownfield x Public sector

Private sector

Funds Req’d

# of Jobs

Level of action 
required from Scale

LocationLocationLocation

Investment opportunities
Manyeleti, Andover and other game reserves

?

?

ConceptConcept Data and commentaryData and commentary

Description � There are several game reserves with commercial potential in Bushbuckridge 
– Manyeleti, which borders Kruger National Park
– Andover, which is near the Orpen Gate
– Mangwaze Nature Reserve, which is near the Phabane Gate
– Utha Athol Game Farm, which borders Sabie Sands, KNP and 
Manyeleti

� Andover and Manyeleti are home to breeding projects of rare white lions

� All four parks lie in an ecological conservation biome

Economic rationale � There is a need to increase bed capacity at Kruger National Park – lodges are 
often fully booked during peak season

� Except for Manyeleti, none of the areas has outstanding land claims
– Tribal authorities in full support
– Communities eager to get involved in eco-tourism projects

� Supporting industries like food trading can also benefit

Employment � Three of the four areas are projected to generate a total of 130 permanent jobs 
and 70 temporary jobs, with further indirect employment creation

Enabling conditions � Access roads must be improved. Some roads are already being tarred, e.g. 
Acornhoek - Andover - Manyeleti 

� Capital requirements and a need for training are frequently raised as issues

Contact details Tourism Officer at Bushbuckridge Municipality: Mr Roy Mandlazi 083 809 8937; 
Head of LED Bushbuckridge Municipality: Mr Charles Mnisi 082 301 6574
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Curio stall on R536 without 
weather-proof shelter

One of the few lodges on the
Skukuza road (under construction)

Business plan formulation complete?

All funding in place?

Appropriate operational capacity available?

Integrated cultural tourismIntegrated cultural tourismIntegrated cultural tourism

TourismTourismTourism Greenfield x

Brownfield Public sector

Private sector

Funds Req’d

# of Jobs

Level of action 
required from Scale

LocationLocationLocation

Investment opportunities
Tourism along KNP immediate access routes

ConceptConcept Data and commentaryData and commentary

Description � Currently, the R536 (Hazyview – Skukuza) and R531 (Klaserie – Orpen Gate) 
offer very few accommodation opportunities

� Apart from limited roadside arts and crafts stalls and a centre at Paul Kruger 
Gate, little arts and crafts trade is happening along the route

� There are no tourist-oriented rest stops on either route

� There is no co-ordinated offering of cultural tours into Bushbuckridge from the 
eastern wildlife areas

Economic rationale � Many tourists pass through the area but no opportunity exists for them to spend 
their money

Employment � Depends on the format and the number of such centres

� Some of the current informal roadside stalls employ up to five people, even 
supplying wholesale to customers in Johannesburg

� Nyolo Lodge plans on creating 30 jobs with a 20-room accommodation / bar / 
conference facility

Enabling conditions � Facilities need to be provided (e.g. shelters for arts and crafts stalls)

� A project co-ordinator is required to ensure general and co-ordinated 
participation

� Development of an integrated tourism development plan (inclusive of Kruger 
National Park) would ensure all opportunities are exploited

� Municipality needs to accelerate approval processes / upgrading of land tenure

� Provide training and funding projects – both frequently mentioned obstacles

Contact details Tourism Officer at Bushbuckridge Municipality: Mr Roy Mandlazi 083 809 8937; 
Head of LED Bushbuckridge Municipality: Mr Charles Mnisi 082 301 6574

?
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Numerous small chicken farms 
are supplied by a co-op

A chicken abattoir was 
recently opened

Business plan formulation complete?

All funding in place?

Appropriate operational capacity available?

Chicken hatcheryChicken hatcheryChicken hatchery

AgricultureAgricultureAgriculture Greenfield x

Brownfield Public sector

Private sector

Funds Req’d

# of Jobs

Level of action 
required from Scale

LocationLocationLocation

Investment opportunities
Chicken hatchery

ConceptConcept Data and commentaryData and commentary

Description � Numerous broiler projects currently operate in the area, and a chicken abattoir 
was recently set up (opened 2005)

� A co-operative (Bohlabela Trading Co-operative) supplies 28 local farmers with 
feedstock and day-old chicks

� Their supplies are located in Polokwane and Pretoria, and have insufficient 
capacity to supply demand (estimated at around 42,000 per week)

� The proposal is therefore to build a hatchery, which could supply the whole
Bushbuckridge area. Planned capacity would be 60,000

� An estimated R60m investment would be required

Economic rationale � The chicken industry is dependent on ensuring a reliable supply of chicks into 
the farming community

� The hatchery would ensure survival of broiler operations and abattoir

Employment � Sixty-five direct and 120 indirect jobs

Enabling conditions � Funding is urgently required

Contact details Chairman of the Co-operative is Mr Andre Zima 082 256 5696
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Entrance to Saringwa Estate

Admin buildings and irrigation 
infrastructure

Business plan formulation complete?

All funding in place?

Appropriate operational capacity available?

Saringwa Citrus EstateSaringwa Citrus EstateSaringwa Citrus Estate

AgricultureAgricultureAgriculture Greenfield

Brownfield x Public sector

Private sector

Funds Req’d

# of Jobs

Level of action 
required from Scale

R536 BelfastR536 BelfastR536 Belfast

Investment opportunities
Saringwa Citrus Estate

ConceptConcept Data and commentaryData and commentary

Description � Saringwa was started as a citrus estate under the Gazankulu Development 
Corporation in 1982.

� 30 farmers grew 5-15ha of citrus plantations each, the total area under 
cultivation was 300ha, with 200ha remaining undeveloped

� After the development corporation was disbanded, the estate fell into disrepair –
buildings were vandalised and equipment was stolen

� Only 3 farmers remain active, selling mangos to the community – a large share 
of the citrus plantation has dried up or died

Economic rationale � The ground is highly suited to citrus production

� The land is already developed and offers infrastructure and irrigation

� If the estate were to be successfully re-established along with the other estates 
of the area, a potential for agri-processing may develop

Employment � Immediate employment on the estate will be limited to around 60 people, 
although further employment may be generated in the processing and handling 
of produce

Enabling conditions � Discord between the farmers needs to be addressed

� Infrastructure must be renewed, as well as the plantations

� A strong partner in the industry providing management skills and access into the 
commercial citrus arena required to turn around the estate

Contact details Department of Agriculture, Mr Mboweni, District Head 
(013) 773 0333

?
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Existing land use planning

Business plan formulation complete?

All funding in place?

Appropriate operational capacity available?

Injaka DamInjaka DamInjaka Dam

TourismTourismTourism Greenfield x

Brownfield Public sector

Private sector

Funds Req’d

# of Jobs

Level of action 
required from Scale

R40 BushbuckridgeR40 BushbuckridgeR40 Bushbuckridge

Investment opportunities
Injaka Dam

ConceptConcept Data and commentaryData and commentary

Description � Injaka Dam was constructed 1995 and is currently only used as a water 
reservoir but offers potential as an anchor point for tourist activities

� Water sports, angling, waterfront restaurant/accommodation/conference 
facilities could be hosted along the dam’s edge, which is currently undeveloped

� Access is easy, with the dam lying approx 1 km off the R40, 3 km south of
Bushbuckridge, on the R533 access road to Graskop

� Current status: Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) has awarded 
consultants with drawing up a resource management plan (the existing plan 
issued 2001 is likely to be heavily revised)

� As the process was derailed once before, and considerable red tape reportedly 
slows the process, a project driver is required

Economic rationale � Currently, the greater Bushbuckridge area provides no water-based tourism, 
despite the dam being available

� Current private investor interest lies in a golf estate (northern fringe), a hotel / 
day visitors centre (south) and fishing chalets (west). There are proposals to link 
the eastern side (abandoned coffee estate) with the Bushbuckridge Nature 
Reserve

Employment � Depends on the type of tourism facilities 

� Indirect employment for businesses in the proximate Bushbuckridge town

Enabling conditions � Accelerate land zoning and release opportunities for tender

� Decide on who will manage area (municipality or Sabie River Management) to 
ensure co-ordination of investment

� Clear land claims issues

Contact details Department of Water Affairs and Tourism, Project Manager: Mr Ackermann (012) 
336 8217. Consultants: Paul Beucher, Eco-tourism Trust 083 468 2544; Amon 
O’Rorke, Strategic Environmental Focus (012) 349 1307

?

?

Sunset from R40 viewpoint 
over Injaka Dam
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Buildings (former nature 
centre) lie vandalised

Main entrance to park

Business plan formulation complete?

All funding in place?

Appropriate operational capacity available?

Bushbuckridge Nature ReserveBushbuckridgeBushbuckridge Nature ReserveNature Reserve

TourismTourismTourism Greenfield

Brownfield x Public sector

Private sector

Funds Req’d

# of Jobs

Level of action 
required from Scale

BushbuckridgeBushbuckridgeBushbuckridge

Investment opportunities
Bushbuckridge Nature Reserve

ConceptConcept Data and commentaryData and commentary

Description � A nature reserve had been established off the R40 south of Bushbuckridge town 
under the then homeland administration

� After 1994, the reserve has seen considerable vandalism, with most fences 
having been removed and buildings damaged

� The reserve is located on top of the ridge and continues well into the level
Lowveld, providing views and thick bush

� There are plans to resuscitate the reserve by adding additional land in co-
operation with some of the neighbouring tribal authorities and the Mpumalanga
Tourism and Parks Agency

� As yet, funding and next steps remain unclear

Economic rationale � The land is available and has seen previous use as a nature reserve – its 
reactivation will be cheaper than the establishment of new reserves

� The reserve would provide the ideal anchor point for further tourist-related 
activities, like cultural tourism and arts and crafts

Employment � Direct employment in services, accommodation

� Indirect employment potential, as reserve would need to be supplied with 
products from surrounding Bushbuckridge

Enabling conditions � Clear land claim issues

� Ensure involvement of parks authorities to allow for cheap sourcing of game 
from other game reserves

Contact details Tourism Officer at Bushbuckridge Municipality: Mr Roy Mandlazi 083 809 8937

?

?
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Bluegum plantations in
Bushbuckridge area

Old bluegum treatment plant 
near Acornhoek

Business plan formulation complete?

All funding in place?

Appropriate operational capacity available?

Escarpment forestryEscarpment forestryEscarpment forestry

AgricultureAgricultureAgriculture Greenfield

Brownfield x Public sector

Private sector

Funds Req’d

# of Jobs

Level of action 
required from Scale

EscarpmentEscarpmentEscarpment

Investment opportunities
Escarpment forestry and wood processing plant 

ConceptConcept Data and commentaryData and commentary

Description � In 2001, the government decided to disband its forestry activities in the
Mariepskop area, and establish a national park. Some of the peripheral land will 
not be included in the park, and is therefore available for further forestry activity

� Local tribal authorities are likely to be awarded land claims in the area

� Conversion into gum plantations would shorten investment cycles, and increase 
profitability (by a factor of 3)

� DWAF is willing to assist the community and transfer skills. Also, it is willing to 
restart operations of a gumpole treatment plant, which could be transferred to 
the community

Economic rationale � The region forms some of the prime forestry areas in South Africa

� There is a legacy of forestry activities

� South Africa currently experiences a shortage of woods and fibre

Employment � Forty-five to 120 people

Enabling conditions � There is a requirement for commercial partner, as local communities are unable 
to fund the capital-intensive venture and do not have the required know-how

� Land claims must be sorted, or else no partner will be found and local 
communities will not be able to start forestry activities

Contact details Kim Weir, Head of Commercial Forestry, DWAF, 082 887 2098
Chris Clark, Project Leader, Environmental Affairs and Tourism, 082 496 0522

?
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View from SA Air Force 
accommodation across Lowveld

Mariepskop hill to be serviced 
by cable car

Business plan formulation complete?

All funding in place?

Appropriate operational capacity available?

BRCNPBRCNPBRCNP

TourismTourismTourism Greenfield x

Brownfield Public sector

Private sector

Funds Req’d

# of Jobs

Level of action 
required from Scale

MariepskopMariepskopMariepskop

Investment opportunities
Blyde River Canyon National Park

ConceptConcept Data and commentaryData and commentary

Description � In 2001, the government decided to disband its forestry activities in the
Mariepskop area and convert the forests to an indigenous forest national park 
under SANParks

� Employment creation will lie in the fields of local guides, rangers, and staff for 
guest houses and hotels, and the offer of adventure activities

� Currently, the construction of a cable car to the top of Mariepskop is planned

� Some of the air force facilities on Mariepskop may be converted to civilian use

� Establishment of the park is estimated to cost R240m in public funding (R100m 
secured) and R320m in private funding (none secured)

� Note that 75% of development opportunities fall into the neighbouring Thaba 
Chweu, however, residents of Bushbuckridge will also be able to benefit 

Economic rationale � The cabinet decided to give up forestry as the operations were mismanaged 
leading to low quality of wood. Also, the area is considered a biodiversity 
hotspot, and forestry threatens water security in the Lowveld (especially Sand 
and Blyde Rivers)

Employment � Four thousand temporary jobs, 1,000 permanent jobs and a multiplier for 
indirect employment of four is estimated

Enabling conditions � Finalise land claim issues – claims are delaying both the identification of 
investors and the conversion of the forest

� Assist in capacity and skills creation – especially with funds

� Lobby for full, integrated and continued government support and funding

� Mobilise investors (both private and public)

Contact details Chris Clark, Project Lead, Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism,     
082 496 0522

?

?
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Cultural visits to local villages

Business plan formulation complete?

All funding in place?

Appropriate operational capacity available?

Vuyanikaya tourism routeVuyanikayaVuyanikaya tourism routetourism route

TourismTourismTourism Greenfield x

Brownfield Public sector

Private sector

Funds Req’d

# of Jobs

Level of action 
required from Scale

Central BBRCentral BBRCentral BBR

Investment opportunities
Vuyanikaya tourism route

ConceptConcept Data and commentaryData and commentary

Description � A tourism association was founded in 2004 by Bushbuckridge residents who 
wanted to start tourism businesses in the area

� The realisation that many tourists bypassed the area on the way to Kruger 
National Park on both the Orpen and Skukuza road led to the decision to start a 
tourist route initiative (Acornhoek-Agincourt-Lillydale-Huntington-Hazyview)

� The aim is to link the two roads with a route that passes through Bushbuckridge, 
in parallel to the R40

� Currently, a requirement exists for basic infrastructure (signage, dance stages, 
stalls for arts and crafts) 

Economic rationale � Giving tourists an incentive to enter Bushbuckridge would develop tourist 
attractions, especially cultural tourism, within the area

� Bushbuckridge could “piggy-back” off attractions like KNP and with time develop 
accommodation, cultural attractions, tour operations, and arts and crafts 
facilities

Employment � Only very little direct employment would result (for office work, marketing, 
websites, etc.); however, spending in the area would increase, benefiting local 
businesses and creating indirect employment

Enabling conditions � Facilities need to be provided. Sections of road have been tarred by municipality

� Association requires funding to the tune of R1.0m

� Association currently operates on a voluntary basis – human resources might 
improve process

� New demarcation of Bushbuckridge affects municipal co-operation with project

Contact details Chairman Vuyanikaya Tourism Association: Remember Makobele, 082 303 8761

?

Example of tourist route 
signage from KwaZulu-Natal
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Clay deposit map

Business plan formulation complete?

All funding in place?

Appropriate operational capacity available?

Clay brick manufacturingClay brick manufacturingClay brick manufacturing

TourismTourismTourism Greenfield x

Brownfield Public sector

Private sector

Funds Req’d

# of Jobs

Level of action 
required from Scale

R40 BushbuckridgeR40 BushbuckridgeR40 Bushbuckridge

Investment opportunities
Clay mining and brick manufacturing

ConceptConcept Data and commentaryData and commentary

Description � Bushbuckridge has clay deposits along the western border

� Clay can be mined and sold as a raw material or can be used to manufacture 
bricks for commercial sale

� The type of clay is suitable manufacture of bricks for specialised uses like 
paving bricks and road surfacing bricks

Economic rationale � One such project has already taken off in the area, creating an estimated 500 
jobs – there are other small-scale operators in the same business

� Bushbuckridge is experiencing a construction boom prompted by RDP housing

� South Africa is currently experiencing a shortage of building materials in general

� Potential niche market for high value bricks

Employment � Extraction of clay is very labour-intensive – depending on the scale of the 
project 500+

� Also creates downstream jobs in sales and distribution

Enabling conditions � Accelerate land claims

� Draw up a land usage plan, as some clay-rich areas are conservation or 
forestry areas

� Find suitable commercial partner

Contact details LED Manager Bushbuckridge: Mr Charles Mnisi, 082 301 6574

?

?

A clay brick
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Legend

No additional 
contribution 

required

Opportunity highly 
endangered

Opportunity will 
fail if no additional 
assistance found

No intervention 
required

Local assistance 
required

Heavy / high-level 
intervention 

required

No additional jobs 
created

No funding 
required

<R100,000 
required

< R1 million 
required

< R10 million 
required

>R10 million 
required

Only idea exists
Some financial 
and operational 

aspects explored 

Detailed financial 
and operational 

plans

No funding / no 
investors currently 

committed

Half of all funding 
requirements 

committed

No funding 
requirements / all 
capital in place

No management / 
committed 

entrepreneur

Entrepreneurs / 
operators require 

assistance

All necessary 
expertise 
available

Business plan formulation complete?

All funding in place?

Appropriate operational capacity available?

Funds Req’d

# of Jobs

Scale

Public sector

Private sector

Level of action 
required from

Title, name of investment opportunity

Main sector or industry the opportunity 
is located in

Indicates whether this opportunity is based on 
current or previous operations (Brownfield), or 
whether this opportunity requires building up a 
new business ‘from scratch’ (Greenfield).

Bio Suisse Organic VegetablesBio Suisse Organic VegetablesBio Suisse Organic Vegetables

AgricultureAgricultureAgriculture Greenfield

Brownfield x20 km from Vryheid20 km from Vryheid20 km from VryheidIntuitive description of geographic location

1-10 jobs created 10-50 jobs 
created

50-150 jobs 
created >150 jobs created

? = Unknown / Insufficient data 
to estimate
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Bushbuckridge poverty node

z Research process

z Overview

z Economy

– Overview

– Selected sector: Tourism

– Selected sector: Agriculture

z Investment opportunities

z Summary

z Appendix


 Understanding the node


 Potential sources of economic growth – short term


 Potential sources of economic growth – long term


 Assessment of current activities


 What needs to be done now?
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BushbuckridgeSummary 
Understanding the node


 High population density

 Low employment (14%)


 High poverty levels (85%)


 Unskilled labour force


 Political wrangling affects 
many projects


 Undergoing rapid 
urbanisation / settlement 
but still effectively still a 
rural area, especially 
owing to sprawl


 Land rights and tenure 
conflicts are a 
considerable constraint to 
development


 Inadequate water supply 
impeding development


 Untapped opportunities in 
tourism and agriculture

Key observations from Bushbuckridge

OverviewOverview

Economy, 
overview

Economy, 
overview

Economy, 
agriculture
Economy, 
agriculture

Economy, 
tourism

Economy, 
tourism

Key characteristics 
of node

� Area consists of two former apartheid-era homelands; legacy of 
tribal divisions remains a factor in municipal politics

� Municipality was recently moved from Bohlabela DM in Limpopo to 
Ehlanzeni DM in Mpumalanga

� Population of 500,000 people

� Four major economic centres

� The public sector is the largest source of income for residents 

� Another source of income is remittances from migrant workers

� Thriving retail sector but Æ dependent on other sectors

� Very little production, GDP per capita less than half of provincial 
average

� Potential especially in agriculture and tourism owing to natural
endowments

� Most farmers are small-scale or subsistence farmers

� Primary constraint in agriculture are the availability of water and 
land claims

� Farmers are unable to make transition from small-scale to 
commercial

� Key to agricultural development is increased water supply and co-
operatives/community pooling to spread cost of inputs

� Bushbuckridge is surrounded by attractive tourist destinations on 
each of its borders

� Tourism attractions in Bushbuckridge have never been developed

� The key to tourism development will be:
– tapping economic potential of the surrounding area
– using the surrounding attractions to strengthen the appeal of 

the attractions within in the area
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Potential sources of economic growth – short term

Economic growth of node

Increase sales?

Where to focus?

� Increase capacity in 
municipality

Provide new 
product / service

For
export

Import 
substitution

Increase quality of 
current offering

Skills Other

Decrease cost?

Purchases Labour Infra-
structure

Other

Source:  Monitor analysis  

� Land: expedite land claims

� Increase water availability and 
manage demand

� Tourism: build appropriate 
infrastructure so that tourists 
and tour operators will be 
compelled to visit the area

� Expedite community-
based initiatives

� Provide small farmers 
with greater access to 
markets

� Leverage natural flora 
and fauna

� Rapidly implement 
projects that are free 
from land claims

� Engage government’s 
support structures to 
assist small farmers to 
move up the value 
pyramid

� Develop special interest 
zones to lure tourists 
into Bushbuckridge

� Clarify 
governance 
structures of 
Bushbuckridge 
with respect to 
Bohlabela
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Potential sources of economic growth – long term

Economic growth of node

Increase sales?

Provide new 
product / service

Increase quality of 
current offering

Skills Other

Decrease cost?

Purchases Labour Infra-
structure

Other

Where to focus?

� Focus on capacity for export 
in order to bring funds into 
the node

� Develop agri-processing 
industries to extract the 
most economic and 
employment value from 
products grown in the node

� Manage and support 
community-based and co-
operative ventures

� Develop markets and 
secure partnerships with 
agricultural buyers

� Take control of haphazard 
urbanisation

� Education and capacity 
building will be required to 
transform this node over the 
long term, especially in 
public administration, 
tourism and agriculture

Source:  Monitor analysis  

For
export

Import 
substitution

� Develop and implement 
targeted tourism strategy

� Integration of plans 
with KNP and other 
players in 
surrounds will be 
crucial to achieve 
cost savings and 
synergies

Key focus  
area

Not a focus 
area
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Assessment of current activities

Key observations from Bushbuckridge

What is being done?What is being done?


 Infrastructure provisioning and service delivery (particularly water) continues to be the primary focus of 
development efforts in the node 


 Local and district municipalities agree that tourism and agriculture will be the most important sources of growth 
going forward


 Municipality has tried to pump money into the community through various supply contracts


 A long list of LED projects has been identified and several have been allocated funding

Strategic choice

Do more of 
the same

Do different things; 
do things differently

� Bushbuckridge has been experiencing a level 
growth; however, there is no proper spatial rationale 
or management to guide growth

� More targeted interventions are required to address 
problems in creating a conducive environment (e.g. 
land claims and tenure) for growth

� Efforts to improve on service backlogs are 
commendable

Source:  Monitor analysis  
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What needs to be done now?

Key observations from Bushbuckridge

Solutions to constraints / investment opportunitiesSolutions to constraints / investment opportunities

� A comprehensive tourism strategy must be developed and implemented

� A comprehensive agriculture and land use plan must be developed and implemented (including: development of veterinary support 
services, utilisation of natural resources, priority to agri-processing investment opportunities)

� Municipality and other government instruments can assist co-operatives and increase viability of community projects 

� Blockages and service backlogs in the system must be addressed

� Land claims need to be urgently fast tracked

� Bushbuckridge can exploit the fact that they are in a UNESCO biosphere, but needs to integrate its tourism activities into provincial 
tourism plans

Requires involvement of
key stakeholders

� Local government (district and municipal)

� Department of Agriculture, Department of Water and Forestry, Department of 
Trade and Industry, Department of Environment and Tourism, Department of 
Land Affairs

� Community leaders / traditional authorities 

� Private investors: agribusiness, developers, tour operators, etc. 

� Community co-operatives

� Government support structures, MEGA, SEDA, MADC etc.

� Local people
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Bushbuckridge poverty node

z Research process

z Overview

z Economy

– Overview

– Selected sector: Tourism

– Selected sector: Agriculture

z Investment opportunities

z Summary

z Appendix


 Itineraries of field trips


 Key stakeholders


 Key documents
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Monday, 9 October
2006
Monday, 9 October
2006

Tuesday, 10 October
2006
Tuesday, 10 October
2006

Wednesday, 11 
October 2006
Wednesday, 11 
October 2006

Thursday, 12 
October 2006
Thursday, 12 
October 2006

Friday, 13 October
2006
Friday, 13 October
2006

Travel schedule / locationsTravel Travel sschedulechedule / / llocationsocations Main activitiesMain activitiesMain activities

� Nelspruit

� Attended LED tourism indaba and 
made contacts

� Conducted interviews with district 
officials

� Nelspruit

� Bushbuckridge

� Maruleng

� Participated and facilitated in 
commissions at tourism indaba

� Toured Bushbuckridge

� Met with MADC

� Thulumahashe

� Bushbuckridge town

� Dingleydale

� Interviews in Dept. of Agric

� Visited two projects

� Followed up leads in tourism

� Saringwa

� Mkhuhlu

� Hazyview

� Met municipal authorities from 
local and district

� Interviewed experts in forestry 
and citrus-related projects

CommentsCommentsComments

� Conference provided only limited 
additional contacts or insights

� First insight into Bushbuckridge
area by talking to local people

� Most participants of indaba had 
no links to Bushbuckridge

� DoA was very fruitful

� Also met with Technoserve

� Bushbuckridge town

� Mariepskop

� Data accessibility is difficult owing 
to lack of electronic infrastructure

Appendix
Itinerary of the field trip

� LED and municipal support may 
be a challenge

� Toured forestry locations
� Collected data from municipality
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GovernmentGovernmentGovernment Private sector / 
business

Private sector / Private sector / 
businessbusiness Local peopleLocal peopleLocal peoplePublic sectorPublic sectorPublic sector NGOsNGOsNGOs OtherOtherOther

Cansi Lisa
(Munic. Manager)

= have appointment
= have met = key person, suggest to 

involve in future discussions

Charles Mnisi
(LED Manager)

Nontubeko 
Mahlalela

(Ehlanzeni LED)

Dennis Chavane
(Local IDP)

Dr Khumalo
(Dep. Exec. 

Mayor Ehlanzeni)

Dan Ngwenya
(MADC)

Petro Malele
(IDT)

Manias Mboweni
(DoA)

Martin Mtetwa
(DoA)

Christopher Clark 
(DEAT)

Kim Weir 
(DWAF)

Ms Nzima
(LIMDEV)

Pieter Ackermann
(DWAF)

Rogers Mkale
(Manager MNP)

Amon O’Rourke
(SEF)

Andre Maznia
(Chairman

Bohlabela Trade. 
Co-op)

Frankomo
(Owner, Nyolo

Lodge)

Calvin
(Boys Group farm 

manager)

Owner of Achaar
production

Frank Shuma
(Curio stand)

Elizabeth 
Gridwood

(Technoserv)

SEDA

David Arkwright
(ECI Africa)

Claude 
Lambshead
(dplg / EU)

Emil de Kok
(ECI Africa)

Theunis Potgieter
(DBSA)

R. Chevela
(Vuyanikaya

Tourism Assoc.)

Appendix 
Key stakeholders, actors, information carriers
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GovernmentGovernmentGovernment Private sector / 
business

Private sector / Private sector / 
businessbusiness Local peopleLocal peopleLocal peoplePublic sectorPublic sectorPublic sector NGOsNGOsNGOs OtherOtherOther

= have appointment
= have met = key person, suggest to 

involve in future discussions

Ray Mandlazi
(Bushbuckridge 

Municipality)

Nontubeko 
Mahlalela

(Ehlanzeni)

Appendix 
Key stakeholders, actors, information carriers
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TitleTitleTitle

Bushbuckridge Integrated Development Plan

Author / 
Org.

Author / Author / 
Org.Org. YearYearYear

Bushbuckridge
Local Munic. 2005 X

Main issues coveredMain issues coveredMain issues covered

Key development planning document for the 
local municipality. Includes key infrastructure 
projects

Bohlabela Integrated Development Plan Review Bohlabela
District Munic. 2002 XKey development planning document for the 

district; includes strategies and anchor projects

Bushbuckridge Local Economic Development 
Plan

Bushbuckridge
LM, UrbanEcon 2005 XSocial and economic profile of Bushbuckridge, 

spatial analysis and strategic plan

Bushbuckridge LED Summit Report Bushbuckridge
Local Munic. 2006 X

Report on workshop to establish an LED 
implementation vehicle; and disseminate LED 
information

Bushbuckridge Spatial Development Framework Spatial 
Dynamics 2005 XContains key urban planning information and the 

development patterns in Bushbuckridge

Economic Development Strategy for Northern 
Province

Dept. of 
Finance Trade 
& Tourism

1999 X
A qualitative study of the Northern Province 
economy and proposals for strategy 
implementation

Limpopo Province Industrial Development 
Strategy

2002 X
A synopsis of industrial development strategy 
and linkages in resources, infrastructure, 
capacity, and markets in the Limpopo region

CBNRM and AIDS in Bushbuckridge, Northern 
Province, South Africa: An exploratory 
geographic analysis

P.H. Freeman; 
Dev. Ecology 
Info Service

2002

tick if on file

XAgricultural potential, issues facing area, 
geographic and ecological overview

Limpopo Dept. 
of Finance

Appendix 
Key documentation
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TitleTitleTitle

Report on the Outcome of the Implementation of 
projects in Bushbuckridge LM 2005/2006

Author / 
Org.

Author / Author / 
Org.Org. YearYearYear

Bushbuckridge
Local Munic. 2006

Main issues coveredMain issues coveredMain issues covered

Across the board status update on service 
delivery and LED projects

Bohlabela Opportunity Investigation Monitor 2005 xNode overview and intervention proposals

tick if on file

Appendix 
Key documentation


